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1_ Introduction
Grammatical relations - in particular the relation 'subject of'
- and voice are of central concern to any theory of universal
grammar. With respect to these phenomena the analysis of
Tagalog (and the Philippine languages in general) has turned
out to be particularly difficult and continues to be a matter
of debate. What traditionally has been called passive voice in
these languages (for example by Blake (1925), Bloomfield (1917)
and Wolfenden (1961»

appears to be so different from voice

phenomena in the more familiar Indo-European languages that the
term 'focus' was introduced in the late 1950s to underscore its
'exceptional' nature (cf. Llamzon (1973:168), Matsuda French
(1988a». This term, however, is a misnomer since in general
linguistics 'focus' is used to refer to the pragmatic
phenomenon of highlighting new or contrastive information and,
as most researchers today agree, the 'focus' affixes in
Philippine languages do not h~ve such a highlighting function. 1
It is also quite generally accepted that the Philippine 'focus'
can not be analyzed as passive (cf. Shibatani (1988:89-96),
DeWolf (1988:150-160), Foley (1991». The current debate
concerns the issue of whether the Philippine languages should
be considered ergative languages (whereby the construction
traditionally called active is to be analysed as antipassive).
This proposal has been made within the respective frameworks of
relational (Gerdts 1988) and lexicase grammar (de Guzman (1978,
1988), Starosta (1986,

1991», as weIl as from a discourse-

functional perspective (cf. Payne (1982), Cooreman et al.
(1984,

1988».2 The ergative analysis is refuted by Shibatani

(1988:96-115), DeWolf (1988:158-160) and Foley (1991) with
basically the same arguments that may be adduced against the
passive analysis. The major point is this: whereas the active
and the ergative construction can be shown to be the unmarked
constructions in accusative and ergative languages,
1 For lack of a convenient alternative, however, most authors continue to
use the term focus. Exceptions are Cumming (1986) and Schachter
(1987:949ff) who use the term trigger instead.
2 Blake (1988) makes a primarily morphological argument for ergativity in
Tagalog. This will be commented upon in sect. 4.3.
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respectively (both in terms of morphosyntactic properties and
discourse function 3 ), this is not possible for the Philippine
'active' and 'passive' constructions (see sect. 4).
Furthermore, as also pointed out by Shibatani (1988:114) and
DeWolf (1988:156f), an inflationary use has been made of the
term 'ergative' in the last decade; it can thus no longer be
assumed that it has an unequivocal and specific meaning in
typologizing languages, apart from the technical definition it
might be given within a particular framework. 4 But if the
Philippine 'focus' constructions are neither passive nor
ergative, how else can they be analysed? Shibatani (1988) and
DeWolf (1988), who both refute the passive as weil as the
ergative analysis, do not offer an alternative proposal. In
this paper a ease will be made for the claim that 'focus'
marking should be analysed in terms of orientation 5 , a concept
used by Lehmann (1984:151f) for capturing the difference
between English (and, more generally, Indo-European) orientated
nominalisations such as employ- er or employ-ee, and
unorientated nominalisations such as employ-ing. This approach

3 For Tagalog, the figure s concerning the discourse distribution of
'active' and 'passive' (ar 'ergative' and 'antipassive') constructions vary
according to the theoretica1 position of the authors, see Shibatani
(1988:95f, 111ff).
4 The problem was a1ready pointed out in 1981 by van Valin. I prefer
defining 'ergative' as a nominal case·forrn, i.e. the case - form of the agent
in a transitive event . There i5 no ergative case-form in Philippine
1anguages (as opposed to other Austronesian languages such as Samoan or
Tongan) and thus , in my vi ew, the issue of ergativity does not arise for
these 1anguages. This issue is further discussed with respect to the soca11ed ergative 1anguages of Central and South Sulawesi in Himmelmann
(1991) .
5 The German term used by Lehmann is 'Ausrichtung'. To my know1edge ,
'orientation' is not a technica1 term in the Eng1ish literature, a1though
it occasiona11y appears in discussions of voice and ergativity (cf., for
examp1e, Comrie (1981:69 passim) and DeLancey (1982:167». It is, however,
a technica1 term in the UNITYP model ( cf . inter a1ia Se iler (1986) and
Seiler & Premper (1991» whe re it is us e d as a cover term for all phenomena
re1ated to the orientation or directedness of event express ions (Serzisko
1991), inc1uding inherent orientation (accusative vs . ergative 1anguages)
and mechanisms of reorientation (passive, antipassive, inverse inflexion,

etc . ) . A1though Phi1ippine 'focus' marking is also covered by the UNITYP
usage of orientation , note that this term is used here in more specific

sense, i .e. it refer s t o a derivationa1 process that is applicable to all
kinds of expr es s ions , not jus t event express ions ( see s e ct. 4.1).
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implies that 'foeus' marking is derivational rather than
infleetional as often presumed in the literature. This is to
say that what is typologieally eonspieuous in Tagalog is not
the 'foeus' phenomenon per se, sinee this is very similar to
orientated nominalisations in many other languages, but rather
the very prominent use of orientated formations

(i.e.,

derivational morphology) in basic elause strueture.
Before presenting the analysis of orientation affixes in
Tagalog we will briefly sketch Tagalog elause strueture in
seetion 2 where it will be diseussed whether there is a
grammatieal relation 'subjeet of' in Tagalog or not. The
eontroversy regarding this topie has developed along lines
similar to those eoneerning the phenomenon of 'voiee' in
Philippine languages. Bloomfield (1917) and Blake (1925) use
the term 'subjeet' without further diseussion. The same
reasoning whieh led to the replaeement of the eoneept of
'voiee' by the eoneept of 'foeus' also led to replaeing
'subjeet' by 'topie,.6 The eurrent eontroversy was initiated by
Sehaehter (1976), who argues that there is no subjeet in
Tagalog since the properties usually attributed to subjects (as
spelled out in Keenan (1976»

are shared between two

partieipants (the 'topic' and the agent).7 Foley & van Valin
6 See McKaughan (1973), who in this artic1e explicit1y reVlses his position
and returns to the use of 'subject' again.

7 Shibatani (1988:115 - 130) basical1y fol1ows Schachter's ana1ysis,but
draws a different conclusion since he operates with a prototype approach to

subjects. For hirn, actor-topics are prototypica1 subjects (exhibiting all
of the subject properties), whi1e non-topic actors and non - actor topics are
non-prototypical subjects (exhibiting only apart of the subject
properties). As a consequence of this view he is forced to analyse some
clauses as containing two (non-prototypica1) subjects (1988:126ff). This,
in my view, rests on a serious misunderstanding of the concept of subject,

which was intended to capture the fact that in many 1anguages there is one
participant which is more central to the expression of a given state of

affairs than others and the primacy of which is ref1ected both in
morpho1ogica1 marking and morphosyntactic behaviour (traditiona11y,
'subject' has been defined as 'what the sentence is about' or, more
precisely, that 'which undergoes a predication'; for details. see Sasse
1982, Foley & van Valin (1984:108ff». By definition, there can be no two
primary participants; i.e. if there are two participants that partia11y
exhibit properties of morphosyntactic centrality, neither of them is ehe
primary or centra1 participant, though both of them may be more centra1
than other participants and thus be core participants (Fo1ey & van Valin
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(1984:134ff) consider the ang-phrase (see sect. 2) to be the
pragmatic pivot of a Tagalog clause. Later on (p143) this is
further characterised as 'clause internal topic'. Hoekstra
(1986) and McGinn (1988)

working within a GB framework - both

consider the ang-phrase to be the subject; Carrier-Duncan
(1985) and Gerdts (1988), however, treat the agent as the
subject in alt instances without presenting an explicit
argument for their analysis. In this paper I principally follow
the arguments . presented by DeWolf (1979:67-86,

1988:144-150)

that a subject relation indeed exists in Tagalog . The major
problem,

thou~h,

does not seem to me to be the definition and

identification of the subject relation in Tagalog, but the
recognition of the fact that Tagalog clause structure is
essentially equational as argued by Naylor (1980) and DeWolf
(loc. cit.). !n Indo-European languages verbal predicates
exhibit inherent morphosyntactic relationality. As ; a result
there exist two aspects to the subject relation: subject as
opposed to object (subject 1 in terms of Matthews (1981:104ff))
and subject as opposed to predicate (subject 2 ). In Tagalog,
however, all predicates (both 'verbal' and 'nominal') are
morphosyntactically non-relational; thus only one aspect of the
subject relation is present in Tagalog (that is, the opposition
between subject and predicate). Indeed, the essentially
equational nature of clause structure in Tagalog has
repercussions for many aspects of clause grammar: of course, no
object relation exists in Tagalog. It is correlated with the
prominence of orientated formations which - in a sense to be
explained in sections 3 and 4 - are the functional equivalent
of argument structure in Tagalog . 8 Furthermore, it is
(1984:77ff); see Durie (1987) for an analysis of Acehnese along these
lines). This is not meant to imply that the prototype approach may not be
usefully applied to subjects. A subject like it in it rains is certainly a
1ess prototypical subject than the boy in the boy shot his grandpa, but it
still exhibits important properties of English subjects such as preverbal
position and triggering agreement on the predicate. To be a useful concept,
however, even a non -p rototypical subject has to be more subject - like than
anything else in a given clause.
8 That argument structure in Tagalog requires a distinctly different
treatment is also pointed out by Foley (1991) who offers a proposal for
dealing with this within the framework of a lexically-based functional
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correlated with the fact that the syntactic categories noun and
verb are difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish in
Tagalog (see sect_ 3)_
The nature of the distinction between nouns and verbs will
thus be of major concern in this paper_ It is important to keep
in mind that this distinction pertains to at least two levels:
it pertains, on the one hand, to lexical semantic classes
(words denoting entities vs_ words denoting events), and on the
other, to major syntactic categories, i.e. classes of words
exhibiting common morphosyntactic properties. 9 In this paper
the terms noun and verb will be reserved for the latter, while
lexical semantic classes are referred to by terms such as

entity or event. Entity is used to embrace lexical semantic
classes that are typically expressed by nouns such as persons,
things, institutions, etc., whereas event is used for typically
verbal denotata such as states, processes, and actions. In
Tagalog it is difficult to find a morphosyntactically relevant
difference between event expressions and entity expressions.
Thus, there is no need to make a distinction between the
syntactic categories noun and verb. This, however, does not
mean that formal differences do not exist at all. Indeed, the
most pervasive difference consists in the different stress
patterns 10 found in certain derived formations, a quite unusual
phenomenon when seen from a typological point of view.
unification grammar. We briefly comrnent on this in sect. 4.1.
9 As Croft (1991:37ff) points out, the former can be regarded as the
ontological basis for the latter and is thus used by him as one of the
external parameters in his supposedly universal definition of the major
syntactic categories (chapters 2 and 3 in Croft 1991).
10 Stress in Tagalog is unmarked in standard orthography. Its analysis is
highly controversial since some authors (e.g., Schachter & Otanes
1972:15-18) consider vowel length the primary phenomenon, while others
consider vowel length an epiphenomenon of stress (cf. Bloomfield 1917:141f;
Matsuda French 1988b:63f). In this paper, both stress and vowel length are
indicated, but, since stress assignment in Tagalog is not fully understood,
all remarks pertaining to this phenomenon must be regarded with caution.
Note that much of the literature on Tagalog ignores stress altogether.
Stress is phonemic in Tagalog; compare bukas 'tomorrow' and bukas 'open',
and plays an important röle in affixation. Primary stress on the penultima
will remain unmarked (thus bukas for 'tomorrow'), elsewhere it will be
ma rked by the acute accent. The grave accent marks vowel length (a long
vowel, of course, is also clearly stressed).
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2_ Tagalog clause structure
2.1. Preliminaries
In discussing 'Tagalog clause structure it is useful to make a
distinction between full words . and function words (or
particles; cf. Bloomfield 1917:146). Function words may not be
inflected; they mark morphosyntactic slots or appear in clitic
positions. Full words may be extensively affixed and occur in
the limited set of morphosyntactic slots provided by the
function words. There are six morphosyntactic slots for full
words in a Tagalog clause, four of which can be illustrated by
the following example :
(1a) i-ni-ab6t
ng mang-ga-gamot
UGT-REAL(UG)-within reach GEN IRR_ACT-RDP 2 -medicine
(Bl 30/13) 11
sa sundalo ang it16g,
LOC soldier REF egg
'The physician handed the egg to the soldier'
Except forthe first word, all full words in this clause are
preceded by function words (the function markers ang, ng, and
sa). The clause initial position is the predicate position,
which is unmarked unless another constituent precedes. In this
case, the p~ ~dicate constituent is marked by the predicate
marker (PM) ay, as in
(1b) at ang pare
at siyä ay nag-hintäy
and REF 'priest and 3 . SG PM REAL.ACT-wait
ng sa-sabih-in ng sundalo . ' (loc.cit . )
GEN RDP1-say-UG GEN soldier
'and the priest and he waited for what the soldier would
say. '
Full words in pre-predicate position, the fifth morphosyntactic
11 Most Tagalog examples in this paper are from B1oomfield's co11ection of
texts (=Bl) . For these examples, the page and line numbers in Bloomfield
(1917) are given . Although the Bloomfield texts are over 70 years old and
although they have been produced by a single native speaker, they still
represent an adequate and reliable data base for contemporary standard
Tagalog (for an appreciation, see Wolff (1987)). As for the other examples.
examp1e (20) is from Schachter & Otanes (1972 : 163), examples (24) and (29)
are from Tagalog letters to the author, and the remaining examples have
beenelici ted .
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slot, may be unmarked or they may be marked by the function
markers ang or sa_ Full words in post-predicate position are
always preceded by one of the function markers_ These markers
have the following functions:
sa is a general locative preposition (LOC) marking all

kinds of oblique participants. It is the final constituent of
all of the more specific prepositions in Tagalog, such as
hanggang sa 'until' or para sa 'for'.
ng [na9] marks genitive attributes (GEN) . In the literature

it is common to differentiate between a ng marking non-topic
agents (e.g. ng manggagamot in (1a)), one marking patients and
themes, another one for instruments, a different one for manner
adverbials, and still another one for possessors, etc. But, as
convincingly argued by Naylor (1980:37-42), ng itself marks
nothing but the attributive relation. This does not mean, of
course, that the semantic roles mentioned cannot be
distinguished in each case (the lexical semantic class of the
participant and the orientation affix of the predicate
expression are the most important clues in this respect) . The
claim is simply that ng is not a multi-functional case marker,
and the fact that needs to be explained is why participants may
be constructed as genitive attributes in Tagalog irrespective
of their semantic role.
Before discussing ang in the next secti o n, let us briefly
look at the sixth morphosyntactic slot, not s hown in example
(1). It is constituted by the linker (or ligature) na/_ng. 12
This function marker 'links ', the elements of a modifying
construction such as u161 na ungg6'

'fooli s h monkey' but also

occurs in compounds such as puno-ng-saging 'tree -LK-banana' and
in complement clauses (see Gonzales 1971) . The order of
modifying constructions is not fixed in Tagalog; thus ungg6' na
u161 is equally possible. The difference between ng and the

linker pertains to 'referentiality, i.e. ng i s a combination of
ang, marking referentiality (see sect. 2 . 3), and na (the
12 -ng , a simple velar nasal, is the allopmorph of th e linker after words
ending in a vowel. It is not to be confused with the genitive marker [na?]
which i s conventionally spelled ng.
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linker), marking attribution; compare the following 'minimal
pair' :
(2)

a)

bata-ng dalaga
child-LK young woman
'girl'

b)

bata' ng dalaga
child GEN young woman
'child of th.e young woman'

Corresponding to the markers ang, ng and sa there is a
special set of function markers for proper nouns, i.e. si, ni
and kay, respecti vely. Similarly, there are ang-, ng- and saforms of the personal and the deictic pronouns (cf. Schachter &
Otanes (1972:88ff».
2 . 2. ang and ·.the problem of subj ecthood
ang is generally called a topic (or subject) marker in the
li terature. As briefly mentioned in sect. 1, the discussion has
mainly been conc.e rned with the fact that a non-agent ang-phrase
such as -ang i t16g in (1 a) exhibits only part of the subj ect
properties di splayed by subj ects in Indo -Europ.e an languages.
This is no surprise given the fact that the prototypical
subject in modern'3 Indo-European languages is a combination of
the pragmatic role topic and the semantic role agent. There is
no doubt about the fact that the ang-phrase exhibits most of
the topic-related
properttes of subjects. The facts have been
,
widely discussed in the literature and need not be repeated
here (see the references in sect. 1). Of particular importance
in the present context is the fact that the orientational affix
on the predicate (i- in (la» signals the semantic role of the
participant denoted by the ang-phrase. This means that there is
a special relation, a predicative relation, between the angphrase and the predicate (as distinct from ng- and sa-phrases).
In other words, the ang-phrase denotes the participant 'the
sentence is about', which is the traditional definition for
subjects (but also for topics, which is a major cause for the
13 See Sasse (1982) for a sketch of the development of the subject relation
in Indo -Europ.ean languages.
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confusion surrounding these terms}. More precisely, this
definition characterizes subjects as opposed to predicates
(subject 2 in the terminology of Matthews 1981 :104-113). I
propose to use the term predication base to denote this aspect
of subjecthood since topic, which has also been used in the
same way, has so many other different meanings. Thus we may say
that there is a subject relation in Tagalog in the sense that
the ang-phrase represents the predication base in clauses such
as (1a).
The interrelation between topics and predication bases is
highly complex and cannot be spelled out here. Clause-leve1 14
topics represent presupposed information and basically have a
scene-setting function. This scene-setting function may be
further subdivided into the scene-setting function proper (On a
lovely morning in April 1965 Claire set out to ... ), the
explicit representation of what is under discussion (as for
topics, I do not believe that we will ever be able to come up
with a satisfactory definition), and the representation of the
discourse topic (usually by pronominalisation or zero
anaphora). Although topics in the latter two senses often
coincide with predication bases (see for example ang
manggagamot at siya in (1b}), this is not necessarily the case
(for a Tagalog example, see (9) below). Indeed, topics and
predication bases are reltated insofar as predication bases are
grammaticalized topics (of discussion), which is also the
reason why identical definitions have been proposed for both of
them. In other words, predication bases are topics which have
been tightly integretated into core-level clause structure (as
evidenced by the well-known subject properties such as
agreement, obligatoriness, etc.), and in the process they have
lost the pragmatic function of scene-setting to varying
degrees. To exemplify the loss of the pragmatic function note
that it would be nonsense to attribute

t~e

function of setting

14 I have nothing to say here about discourse-topicality as defined in
Giv6n (1983)_ As shown by Cooreman et al. (1984) ang-phrases in Tagalog do
not represent discourse topics. Foley & van Valin (1984:143ff) consider
relative-clause constructions 'the crucial nexus' in the interrelation
between topic and predication base (= pivot in their terminology).
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the scene or providing the topic of discussion to the most
grarnrnaticalized predication bases, i_e. dummy subjects such as
i t in i t rains. In Tagalog the need to differentiate between

topics and predication bases is related to the fact that both
may co-occur in the same clause (see below) .
In the preceding discussion we have indiscriminately dealt
with the ang-phrase as a predication base, thereby implying
that ang marks predication bases. This, however, is not
correct. The fact that ang by itself marks neither predication
bases nor topics is evident from clauses containing two angphrases:
(3)

I

ang mga buh6k lamang ang p-in-u-putol
ng pata+im
REF PL hair only
REF RDP 1 -REAL(UG)-cut GEN blade
'only the hair was cut by the blade'
(Bl 58/36)

In fact, one of the two ang-phrases appearing in this clause
has to be the predicate. Since Tagalog predicates are usually
in clause

~nitial

position and since no evidence can be

presented to the contrary, ang mga buh6k lamang must be
analysed as the predicate expression in this clause. A more
literal translation would be 'that being cut by the blade (was)
only the hair'. Thus, predicate and predication base must be
defined configurationally in Tagalog: the predicate expression
appears in clause initial position (or immediately following
ay), whereas the predication base is the ang-phrase following

the predicate expression. Topies are also defined by position,
i.e . they appear in pre-predicate position, separated from the
predicate by ay. Topics may be of varied semantic and formal
make-up: we find, for example, unmarked temporal expressions
(4), sa-phrases in differing functions

(5), ang-phrases (1b),

complex conjunctions (6), gerundial constructions (7) and
eomplete clauses (8):
(4)

isa-ng katanghali'an ay ma-tahimik
ang bayan
one-LK noon
PM IRR.STAT-quiet REF town
'One noon the town was quiet.'
(B1120/37)
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(5)

,sa 106b
ng baD
ng niy6g
LOC inside GEN shell GEN coconut

ay
PM

i-ni-la-lagay
ang isa-ng pirasu-ng laman
UGT-REAL(UG)-RDP 1 -position REF one-LK piece-LK meat
ng niy6g (Bl 120/108)
GEN coconut
'Inside the coconut shell is placed a piece of the meat of
the coconut,
(6)

dahil dito
ay t-in-awag
niya
ang pare'
cause DEM.LOC PM REAL(UG)-call 3.SG.GEN REF priest
'Therefore he called the priest ... '
(B164/25)

(7)

ay b-um-alik
pag-ka-wika'
niya
nit6
siya
GER-??-language 3.SG.GEN DEM. GEN PM REAL.ACT-return 3.SG
'Having said this he went back ... ,
(Bl 20/4Q)

(8 )

nang d-um-ating
sila sa isa-ng gubat ay
when REAL.ACT-arrive 3.PL LOC one-LK forest PM
in-iwan
si la ng kanila-ng
magulang (Bl 32/25)
REAL(UG)-abandon 3.PL GEN 3.PL.DAT-LK parent
'When they came to a jungle, their parents left them,

Thus, topics are neither limited to ang-phrases nor is the
presence of ang sufficient to identify the predication base.
That topic and predication base must be distinguished in
Tagalog and that neither is solely identified by ang is shown
by the following clause:
(9)

kanya
ang mga buntis
na babaye sa bayang ya6n ay
therefore REFPL pregnant LK woman LOC town:LK DEM PM
lalo-ng
ma-laki
ang takot
(Bl 36/16)
surpassing-LK IRR.STAT-big REF fear
'Therefore the pregnant women in the town had great fear.'

Here, the first ang-phrase in pre-predicate position (ang mga
buntis na babaye sa bayang ya6n) denotes the topic, the second

ang-phrase (ang takot) , which follows the predicate, functions
as the predication base. A more literal translation of this
clause is 'therefore, the pregnant women in the town, very
great (was) the fear'.
Given this state of affairs the question arises as to how
clauses such as (1b), where an ang-phrase occurs in topic
position and no ang-phrase follows the predicate expression,
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should be analysed. Is ang manggagamot at siya the topie, the
inverted predieation base (as it is eommonly assumed in the
literature, viz.
the term ay-inversion (Sehaehter & Otanes
,
(1972:485ff», or both? There are two facts whieh strongly
suggest that it is simply the topie: First, in elauses such as
(6) and (8) a~ inversion analysis would be highly artifieial
sinee the eorresponding non-inverted eonstructions do not
oeeur. In (4) and (7) the non-inverted constructions are
possible although extremely rare. This strongly suggests that
the topic position should be eonsidered an optional constituent
of basic elause structure in Tagalog rather than the output of
some Bort of movement
rule. Seeond, the predication base is not
,
an obligatory part of a Tagalog clause but may remain
unexpressed if it is reGoverable from the context: 15
(10) d-um-ating
ang aswang, um-akyat
sa isa
REAL.ACT-arrive REF vampire REAL.ACT-climb LOC one
puno-ng-suha',
at na-rinig
niya-ng
tree-LK-grapefruit and REAL.STAT-hear 3.SG.GEN-LK
p-um-itas
ng marami-ng bunga (BI 36/34)
REAL.ACT-pick GEN many-LK
fruit
' the vampire came and climbed on a grape-fruit tree, and
he [i.e., a policeman] heard it picking many fruits.'
Here, both the predieates umakyat and pumitas (more precisely,
this is a complex predicate narinig na pumi tas 'be heard
picking') lack the expression of a predication base. The
,
vampire (ang aswang) , which the is the 'subject' of these
predications, is not anaphorieally referred to by a pronoun in
these elauses. Another example, involving an entity expression
as a predicate, is:

15 Of course, there are c1ause types in Tagalog which never inve1ve
predication bases, for example , existential clauses such as may-roon ding
ila - ng bahay na tabla 'there were also seme frame houses' (Bl 34/37). Here
we are only concerned with clauses where a predication can be expected .

•
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(11) ang hitsura
ng kulam ay hindi' pare-pareho. Kung
REF appearance GEN
PM NEG
RDP 3 -same
if
minsan ay isa-ng bat6 0
isa-ng manika(Bl 40/13)
once
PM one-LK stone . or one-LK doll
'The appearance of the kulam is not always the same.
Sometimes (it) is a stone or a small doll ... '
This kind of zero anaphora is quite common in Tagalog texts and
provides independent evidence for the claim that the
predication base in a Tagalog clause may optionally remain
unexpressed. Given this fact and the fact that topics should
not be analysed as inverted or extracted constituents, the most
simple and economical analysis of clauses such as (1b) lies in
assuming that they contain a topic constituent and that the corefere~tial predication base remains unexpressed. 16
Let us summarize:
there are both topics and predication bases in Tagalog
clauses . Both have to be configurationally defined (in
terms of ordering be fore and after the predicate).
neither topics nor predication bases are obligatorily
expressed in every clause.
there is no one-to-one correspondence between
morphosyntactic function and morphological marking . Though
predication bases are obligatorily marked by ang, angphrases mayaiso function as topics (1b, 9) and predicates
(3) .

The analysis may be illustrated more schematically with the
help of the following formulas. 17 Optional constituents are
given in parentheses:

16 McGinn (1988:278) proposes a somewhat similar analysis within the GB
framework which also involves ellipsis. In his analysis, however, the
functions are assigned exactly opposite to the way it is done here (and has
been done in most preceding analyses). ang-phrases preceding the predicate
are considered properly governed subjects (ay being the governor), and angphrases following the predicate are considered inverted sUbjects . As far as
I can see, examples involving two ang-phrases (such as (9» cannot be
adequately dealt with in this analysis.
17 These formulas are not to be misunderstood as a proposal concerning the
formalization of Tagalog clause structure!
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I. Tagalog clause structure

(TOPIC ay)

PREDICATE

(PREDICATION BASE)

(OBLIQUE)

The internal structure of each ofthese constituents is
basically the same. In most cases there is an obligatory
function marker, followed by a full word 18 which may b~
modified further by non-referential modifiers (which are
linked), genitives and/or obliques.
II. Tagalog phrase structure

FUNCTION MARKER

FULL WORD

(MODIFIER(S»

(GENITIVE(S»

(OBLIQUE(S»

This structure of the phrase, of course, also applies to
genitives and obliques. Example (1a) thus consists of a
predicate phrase and a predicaMon base. The predicate phrase
in turn cons,ists of a full word (th~ event expression iniab6t) ,
a genitive (ng manggagamot) and an oblique (sa sundalo). There
is no funct {on marker for this predicate phrase. The
predication base consists of an obligatory function marker
(ang) and a full word (i t16g) •
The following correspondences hold between morphosyntactic
functions and function markers (in the case several markers may ,
be used in a given morphosyntactic function, they are listed in
the order of t 'h e'ir relative frequency):
III. Morphosyntactic functions and function markers:

TOPIC:
PREDICATE:
PREDICATION BASE :
OBLIQUE:
GENITIVE:
MODIFIER:

sa, ang, (Iif)
ld', ang, sa

ang
sa
ng
na/-ng

18 The identification and definition of phrasa1 heads is extreme1y
difficult in mOdifying (1inked) constructions. Since I do not want to e'nter
into a lengthy discussion of this issue at this point, I refrain from
identifying a phrasal head in this formula. In the present analysis, there
is 00 need for a ·distinction between noun phrases and verb phrases in

Tagalog which is the reason the term full word is used in the formula
rather than the more common terms noun or verb .
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2.3. The function of ang
The following table lists the functions of the ang-phrases in
the Bloomfield texts:
IV . Functions oE ang-phrases >n BloomEield texts

TOPlC
PREDlCATlON BASE
PREDI~ATE

REST

458
693
31
37
TOTAL 1219

These numbers clearly support the claim made above that ang
does not mark a morphosyntactic function. Given this fact, the
question arises as to what the function of ang iso In the
literature it is often claimed that ang·phrases are necessarily
definite. This, however, is not true, as shown by the following
example:
(12) a)

do6n
ay na-kita
nilä
ang isa-ng
DEM.LOe PM REAL.STAT-see 3.PL.GEN REF one-LK
ma-Iaki-ng
higante
(BI 32/31)
IRR.STAT-big-LK giant
'There they saw a great giant

In fact, ang-phrases are always referential, but they may
involve all kinds of referentiality (definite, indefinite,
generic: for details see Adams & Manaster-Ramer 1988). Thus,
not definiteness but referentiality is the relevant parameter
here. This claim can be further supported by looking back to
example (3) where an ang-phrase functions as the predicate. If
ang marks refer~ntiality, this claus6 should involve two
referential expressions, and the predication should be a case
of an identificational 20 predication (the the-murderer-is-the19 This includes cases where ang'phrases appear in titles (21 times) which
may be considered a special case of the topic function . Furthermore, it
includes the use of ang in terms of address such as ang iyo pO'ng kamahalan
'Your Majesty' (BI 26/23) and a few more complex constructions, cf., for
example, BI 28/10 or 56/19 and BI 46/37.
20 The terminology for clauses involving nominal or adjectival predicates
(e.g., John is a teacher, The wall is green) is quite varied and thus
highly confusing (see Declerk (1988:lff) for abrief survey). Following
Schachter & Otanes' (1972:61) usage for Tagalog , I will use equational
clause (rather than copular or nominal clause) as a cover term . One major
subgroup of equational clauses are clauses asserting the identity between

,

.
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gardener type)_ Furthermore, it should be possible to drop the
ang of the predicate expression, and the resulting clause

should involve a characterizational predication (the gardener
isa murderer)_ This is, in fact, the case: mga buh6k lamang
ang pinuputol ng patalim means 'that being cut by the blade
(was) only hair'_ While in (3) ang mga buh6k refers to the
specific ha.ir of one of the protagonists of the story, mga
buh6k in the preceding clause specifies the kind of object that
is being cut. All instances of ang-phrases functioning as
predicates known to me can be explained with the help of this
analysis (for. further discussion, see de Guzman 1982). To sum
up, we may state that the function of ang is basically similar
to that of an article (as assumed by traditional grammar, cf.
Blake 1925: 205f). This is also- shown by the fact that ang may
be missing from phrases in which the ang-form of one of the
demonstrative' pronouns precedes other full words as in:
(12) b)

kung iyo-ng
da-dalh-in
ito-ng supot ko
if
2.SG . DAT-LK RDP 1 -carry-UG DEM-LK bag 1.SG.GEN
ng kuwalta sa aking
asawa (Bl 34/4)
GEN money
LOe 1.SG.DAT:LK spouse
'If you will carry this bag of money of mine to my
wife'

Stric·tly speaking, however, i t is not a definite article, but,
more generally , a reference marker (REF). As opposed to ng and
sa, ang then is not a case marker.
3_ Syntactic categories
It has long been recognised that the distinction of major
syntactic categories (or parts of speech) in Philippine
languages is different from that found in other languages. The
major concern has been with the distinction between nouns and
two referential expressions. The se are called identificational clauses (de
Guzman 1982 and Starosta et al. 1982 : 150 use the same term, Declerk uses
specificational). The other major subgroup of equational clauses in which
the referent of the subject expression is further characterized by the
predicate expression (by ascribing some property to it or specifying its
class membership') are called characterizational (Starosta et al.' s
descriptive, Declerk's predicational) clauses. Clauses involving verbal
predicates (called narrational by Schachter & Otanes (loc . cit.» are
simp1y termed verbal clauses.
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verbs,21 and the claim has often been made that Philippine
verbs are actually nouns . Traditionally, this claim has been
restricted to undergoer-orientated event expressions (the
various 'passives') . The major evidence adduced was the fact
that in these constructions the expression for the agent is
identical to that of a possessor (i.e. it appears in a ngphrase, see examples (1a),

(6),

(8)} . 22 Schachter & Otanes

(1972:62) claim that 'Tagalog verbs and verb phrases are ...
much more noun-like than their English counterparts' . This
claim refers to all kinds of 'verbs' and is based on
distributional evidence :

'there is virtually no context in

which a noun occurs in which it cannot be replaced by a verb or
verb phrase'. They nevertheless distinguish between nouns and
verbs in their Tagalog grammar, primarily because, in their
view, verbs are inflected for aspect (1972:65). Starosta et al.
(1982:146f) briefly discuss and refute some of the arguments
against the supposedly nominal character of Philippine 'verbs'.
In their view, Philippine 'verbs' historically were nouns which
were later reinterpreted as verbs but which retained a strong
nominal character (1982:158ff). The main evidence for such a
reinterpretation is the position of the subject (predication
base)

we will say more about this in sect. 6. The most

radical stand in this debate is taken by Lemarechal (1982) who
claims that no distinction of major syntactic categories in
Tagalog is possible (and necessary); there are just full words
(which he calls superpartie du discours) . Again, his evidence
is distributional, i.e . every full word can occur in every
major morphosyntactic function.

21 In this paper we will be concerned with the distinction between only
nouns and verbs. But regarding the other major syntactic category ,
adjectives (and adverbs), the same claim can be made and substantiated: the
evidence for such a category is marginal, there is no ne ed to make use of
it in analyzing Tagalog morphosyntax.
22 ,T he ' most elaborate account of this claim is Capell (1964) where the
earlier literature is briefly reviewed. Note that the claim has a long
tradition in Austronesian studies, particularly in early Dutch work on
Western Austronesian languages. For abrief discussion and references, see
Milner (1980).
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There is no need to review all of Lemarechal's evidence
here. The following observations may suffice to support his
(and, ' somewhat more cautiously phrased, Schachter & otanes')
claim with respect to the distribution of full words. In the
preceding sections, six basic morphosyntactic functions in a
Tagalog clause were identified. In section 2.2 the functions
predicate, predication base, and topic were defined. In section
2.1 it was briefly mentioned that there are three further basic
functions : genitive (or referential) attributes (marked by ng),
non-referential mod'ifiers (marked by the the linker naj-ng) ,
and oblique complements (marked by sa and various more complex
prepositions .all of ' which involve sa). The fact that entity
expressions - words "which potentially may be classified as
nouns - occur '- (witho~ fnrther derivation) in all six functions
is evident from the~;examples presented thus far (example (2)
involves the rlinker"
(11) exemplifies the predicate function).
''''~
The .fact that there-.is no copula in Tagalog is of major
importance in this ~egard since the presence of a copula
distinguishes verbal from nominal predicates in many
languages . 23 In rev~ewing the evidence for event expressions we
will limit the discussion
to the supposedly hardest case, that
..
a...-- ' * - . is, aspectually inflected forms appearing in presumably nominal
functions (for example, as oblique complements; recall that
aspectual inflection has been proposed as a defining feature
for verbs by Schachter & otanes). With Schachter & otanes'
(1972 : 66f) aspect terminology in mind, note that in (3) an
IMPERFECTIVE form (pinuputol) appears as the predication base; in
(1b) a contemplated form (sasabihin) appears as a genitive
attribute . In the following example we find an IMPERFECTIVE form
(pinatutunguhan) as a locative complement:

23 Note that there is also no distinction with regard to negation, as can
be found, for example, in Indonesian where bukan may serve to distinguish
nominal from verbal (and adjectival) predicates (negated by tidak).
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(13) na-ka-tanaw
siya ng bahay na ma-ilaw
REAL.STAT-??-visible 3 . SG GEN house LK IRR.STAT-light
sa p-in-a-tu-tunguh-an
ng kalabaw
LOC CAUS-REAL(UG)-RDP1-go towards-UG i GEN water buffalo
'he saw a lighted house in the direction toward which the
caribou was going.' (Bl 72/6)
Although examples such as (13) are rare, aspectually inflected
forms in ang-phrases (functioning as predication bases or as
topics) and, to a lesser extent, ng-phrases are very common.
In the literature it is often implied that the function
markers ang, ng, and sa· have a nominalising function in the
examples involving (inflected) event expressions (cf., for
example, Schachter

& Otanes (1972:150ff». But this is an ad

hoc explanation for which no evidence can be adduced. There is
no difference between ang-, ng- or sa-phrases containing
(uninflected) entity expressions and those containing event
expressions. Rather, the distributional facts just mentioned
suggest the following interpretation: the cross-linguistically
well-supported observation that entity expressions in the
unmarked case have a referential function while event
expressions in the unmarked case are used as predicates does
not hold in Tagalag. 24 Full words do not differ in markedness
with respect to morphosyntactic function. Every full word that
serves a referential function has to be marked by one of the
prepositive markers ang, ng or sa. Thus, these three function
markers have, not a nominalising, but a referentializing
function; in turn every Tagalog full word, including entity
expressions, must be marked by one of these three markers in
order to serve as referential expressions. Similarly, every
full word may be used without further marking as a
(characterizational) predicate. Therefore, Tagalog full words
are neither truly nouns nor truly verbs. They seem to be
precategorial, as claimed

py

Foley (1991:5f). He limits this

24 The present argument is phrased in the framework and termin010gy of
Croft (1991 chapters 2 and 3, cf. especia11y p#62ff; note that instead of
entityand event he uses object and action); the argument does not,
however, depend on this framework but may be expressed wi thin any framework
that propo s es a cross-1inguistic de finition of nouns and verbs.
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claim, however, to base forms, while he re the claim is made for
all full words, including orientated ones. Note that this
phrasing is more precise and less prone to misinterpretations
than such sweeping statements as 'all verbs in language X are
actually nouns'. As pointed out by Walter (1981) and Hopper &
Thompson (1984), noun and verb are correlative concepts; the
degree to which they are distinguished as such may be plotted
on a continuum ranging from pre- (or a-) categoriality to fully
implemented noun/verbhood. To put it differently, where there
are no nouns there can also be no verbs. To talk about the
'nominal' character of verbs in a given language is a
potentially misleading shortcut to saying that expressions that
are semantically similar to verbs in Indo-European languages
display morphosyntactic properties -cornrnon to Indo-European
nouns. What is necessary in this situation is not the
impressionistic label 'nominal character' but a careful
investigation of categoriality.
What, then, is implied by the claim that Tagalog full words
are precategorial? Basically, there are two propertiesof nouns
and verbs which Tagalog full words lack: on the one hand, they
lack the inherent referentiality characteristic of nouns, hence
the pervasive use of markers for referentiality which is a
major characteristic of Tagalog clauses. On the other hand,
they lack a prop.e rty inherent to verbs, one however which is
somewlla·t more difficul t to determine. The maj or function of
verbs is to predicate (cf. Croft loc. cit.). Tagalog full words
may be used in this function without requiring further
function-marking morphology «characterizational) predicates in
Tagalog are unmarked); thus it may be hypothesized that Tagalog
full words are inherently predicative. They are unlike verbal
predicates, however, in that they seem to lack morphosyntactic
relationality (or valency). Thus, Tagalog full words, including
eV'e nt expressions, do not have an inherent argument structure
(see again Foley (loc.cit)). This hypothesis is supported by
the fOllowing facts:
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'arguments' may be freely omitted in Tagalog . 25 Any
Tagalog text will provide numerous examples for this claim.
assuming Tagalog event expressions were inherently
relational, it would be difficult to explain why they may
occur unaltered in referential function. English verbal
predicates such as cuts, isjwas being cut, etc. may not be
used as nominals (*ajthe is being cut) while this is
perfectly possible with the corresponding Tagalog
expressions (cf.

(3)

above).

Foley (1991:8f) notes that the Tagalog orientation
morphology does not allow differentiation of arguments from
non-arguments. Instead, orientation may take place with
regard to practically any argument role. If arguments
cannot be distinguished from non-arguments, the assumption
of an inherent argument structure makes no sense.
this hypothesis provides a natural explanation for the
fact that all arguments of a Tagalog event expression
(apart from the predication base) are marked as either
genitive attributes (ng) or oblique complements (sa). In
this regard they resemble certain English nominalisations
(viz.

the giving of an apple to Mary by Peter in my

backyard) .
Note that the hypothesis that Tagalog event expressions lack
inherent morphosyntactic relationality does not mean that they
are not semantically relational. Of course, a lexeme such as
bigay 'give' semantically evokes a frame which possibly
includes an agent who does the giving, the thing given, the
person to whom something is given, the place where the giving
happens, the instrument with which something is given, etc.

-

just as its English equivalent. But the English equivalent is
different in that some of the ' arguments are not merely
semantically evoked; rather cthe slots for agent, theme and goal
are part of the inherent argument structure of the English
lexeme, which is evident from the fact that in the unmarked
25 cf, McGinn (1988:276) who also points out that in this respect, Tagalog
resembles Japanese rather than a pro-drop language of the Italian type
(p291, endnote 1) ,
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case they are obligatorily expressed and that they are
expressed as core arguments (subject, direct and indirect
object)_ The difference between inherent morphosyntactic
relationality and semantic relationality may also be
illustrated by English nominalisations: As opposed to the verb
'give' the action nominalisation 'giving' does not obligatorily
require the expression of an argument though, of course, it is
possible to express them . If they are expressed; they are
expressed in the form of adnominal modifiers (genitives) or
prepositional. complements (Peter' S giving of an apple to
Mary) .26 Thus" the frame which is semantically evoked by the
verb 'give' and the nominalisation 'giving' is the same, but
the way in which the semantically evoked arguments are realized
morphosyntactically
is distinctly -different. Nominalisation . is,
,
of course, a complex issue (see Comrie & Thompson (1985) for a
cross-linguistic review of the phenomena and Spencer (1991
chapters 6-8) for a review of the theoretical issues involved) .
Note in particular that we are not concerned here with the
intricacies of argument inheritance. What is of interest here
is only the fact that the morphosyntactic status of the
arguments of verbs is different from the morphosyntactic status
of the 'arguments' of nominalisations, and that Tagalog full
words more closely resemble the latter than the former in this
regard.
Sinee the distinction between inherent morphosyntactic
relationality and semantic relationality27 will be important
throughout this paper let us introduce the following
26 For the sake of our argument we will abstract from the fact that Eng~ish
gerund formations also allow for a 'verbal way' of expressing the arguments
(Peter giving an apple to Mary).
27 This distinction is similar to the distinction between argument
structure and lexical semantic (or conceptual) structure proposed in
various generative frameworks (cf., among others, Jackendoff (1990),
Grimshaw (1990), Lefebvre (1991:44f), Spencer (199l:342f». However, the
conceptual structures in these frameworks are fairly close to argument
structure and they involve compositional representations of the meanings
denoted by an event expression . Semantic relationality here is to be
understood in a broader sense, i . e. as the event frame or scene evoked by
an event expreBsion which includes not only those part"icipants a

compositional representation provides slots for, but instead includes any
imaginable participant and the place where an event happens.
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terminological conventions: The term argument will be limited
to arguments that fill slots provided by a morphosyntactically
relational expression (i.e. that are governed by a verb/are
part of the inherent argument structure) .

'Arguments' that are

merely evoked semantically are called participants. The concept
of semantic evocation needs to be further refined, since, as
will be seen below , not all participants in Tagalog display
exactly the same morphosyntactic properties. That is, the
expression of participants as genitive attributes or obliques
is not arbitrary but is linked to the semantic roles they play
in the e v ent expressed (the same holds for participants in
action nominalisations) . As a consequnce of this, it is
possible in Tagalog to differentiate between central and
peripheral (or core and non-core) participants. This in turn
means that the distinction between morphosyntactic and semantic
relationality referred to in the preceding paragraphs is not
absolute and that there is no such thing as pure semantic
relationality. Put differently, the difference between an
English v erb and a Tagalog event expression is, strictly
speaking, not the fact that the former is morphosyntactically
relational and the latter not; rather, argument structure is
grammaticalized in English to a higher degree than in Tagalog.
We will return to this point in sections 5 and 6 . For the time
being, however, we will continue to refer to the oversimplified
two-way distinction morphosyntactic vs. semantic relationality.
To sum up: Tagalog full words are inherently predicative,
but unlike verbal predicates they lack an inherent argument
structure. Thus they most closely resemble (characterizational)
nominal predicates (is a stoneja thing being cut), which are
both non-referential and predicative but morphosyntactically
non-relational . This characterization holds for both entity and
event expressions (and, though not discussed here, property
expressions) since they share the same

d~stributional

properties .
Several points have to be added to this discussion of
categoriality in Tagalog :
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First, note that it is not claimed that further morphosyntactic
subclassification of Tagalog full words is impossible; rather
it is claimed that a classification into major syntactic
categories is impossible. A low-level classification is both
necessary and possibl,e. Two examples may suffice as
illustrations. One example are proper nouns which obviously
form a subclass of their own since they require a different set
of prepositive, markers (si, ni, kay instead of ang, ng, sa) and
allow for a plMral formation that is unique both formally and
semantically (see Schachter & Otanes (1972:93f, 113). Another
example is th~ group of auxiliaries or pseudo-verbs meaning
'like', 'want '" 'can', etc., whose distribution and morphology
clearly set them apart from all other full words, even though
they may also appear- :rn the six major slots discussed above
(cf. Schachter & Otanes (1972:261ff)).
Second, we have discussed categoriality only with respect to
morphosyntact~c function (as reflected in distribution). Thus
there is still the possibility that Tagalog full words may be
classified into major subclasses on purely morphological
grounds (the result being morphological categories rather than
syntactic ones, though Jhe labels would be the same (noun,
verb, etc.)). This is not the place to pursue this point
further (see Himmelmann (1987:78ff) for more details), though
it seems reasonably safe to predict that the result would be
similar to tha t obt'a ined here. - The major parameter is
compatibility with the orientational affixes (to which the
aspectual inflection is inherently linked, see below). As can
be easily gleaned from the major grammars (Bloomfield 1917,
Blake 1925, Schachter & Otanes 1972) and dictionaries
(Panganiban (1972), Santos (1983)), there is no orientational
affix which is compatible with all event expressions. As for
entity expressions, there are only very few which are
incompatible with orientational affixes. The orientational
possibilities of expressions for animate and human beings are
the most limited, though even he re we find formations such as
langgam-in 'infested with ants' « langgam 'ant') or malalakih-an 'subjugated by someone's vigorous manliness' or mag-
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lalaki 'act like a man'

«

lalaki 'man, male').

Third, we have not claimed that Tagalog full words may not be
semantically classified into major lexical semantic classes
(using, for example, the criteria proposed by Croft
(1991:62ff». Given the appropriate qualifications, these might
also be labeled noun,

verb, etc., though in this paper the

labels entity, event, etc. are preferred in order to underscore
the semantic nature of the classification. There is no doubt
that event and entity expressions are semantically distinct in
Tagalog: bat6 clearly denotes the object 'stone', while lakad
clearly denotes the action of walking. More importantly, the
distinction between these two kinds of expressions is often
formally marked (by stress), i.e. it is grammatically relevant.
As an example note that manggagamot 'doctor' in (1a) is
segmentally identical to manggagamot 'will heal, heal
habitually'. Both are derived from the base gamot 'medicine'
and both are semantically closely related (a doctor is
obviously one who habitually heals). The semantic difference
expressed by the different stress patterns shows that the
former unambiguously denotes an object (a person) while the
latter denotes an action . This and various other similar
patterns are highly productive in Tagalog . The problem of
categoriality in Tagalog is therefore somewhat more complex
than has been presented in the preceding paragraphs. The
distinction between event and entity expressions is not a
purely semantic one but has some formal

(suprasegmental)

correlates. Note, however, that it is still valid to claim that
the distinction is not relevant morphosyntactically.
4. Orientation

Tagalog event expressions usually display an affix that
indicates the semantic role of one of the participants involved
in the state of affairs denoted by the event expression. Using
the terms for semantic macro-roles introduced by Foley

& van

Valin (1984:27-32), these affixes are glossed as ACTOR (ACT) or
UNDERGOER (UG, plus subscripts which are explained below) in the

present paper. The following examples illustrate the basic four
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affixes :
( 1 4)

t-um-ang6' ang ungg6'
(Bl 16/6)
ACT - nod REF monkey
'the monkey nodded in assent'

(15) dikdik-in siya sa lus6ng
(Bl 16/27)
crush-UG 3.SG LOC mortar
'(that) he (i.e . the turtle) be crushed in a mortar'
(16) hulug-an mo
ak6!
drop-UG i 2.SG.GEN 1.SG
'drop me (sorne)!'

(Bl 16/17)

(17) kung i-ta-tanim
niya
ang kaniya-ng
ka-parte
if
UGT-RDP1-plant 3.SG.GEN REF 3.SG.DAT-LK ASSOC - part
'if he would plant his part (for hirn)' (Bl 16/6)
In these examples, the affixes indicate the semantic role of
the referent which appears in the ang: phrase (siya in (14) and
ak6 in (15) are ang-forms of the pronoun). Thus, the infix -umin ( 14) indicates that it is the monkey who does the nodding,
and in (15) the suffix -in indicates that the turtle is to be
the UNDERGOER of the crushing (rather than the ACrOR) .
As already indicated in section 1, the grammar of these
affixes is highly controversial. Apart from the centrai point
whether orientation marking is a voice phenomenon or not, the
following interrelated problems are involved:
the nature of the relation between the predication base
and the orientation affixes is unclear . Most analyses,
however, agree in assuming a special relation between the
predication base and the orientation affix (see 4.1) .
are orientation affixes inflectional affixes or
derivational ones ? Although we agree with Bybee (1985
chapt . 4) that there is no clear and absolute border
beb.een inflection and de.rivation, it is nevertheless
important for the understanding of a given affixation
process whethe r it is located closer to one or the other
end of the continuum . The issue has hardly ever been
explicitly discussed with respect to Tagalog orientation
affi xes. A notable exception is de Guzman (1978, see also
1991), who was the first to question the traditional
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inflectional treatment and to propose a clear distinction
between what is inflectional and what is derivational in
orientation marking. The present account radicalises her
position by claiming that all orientation marking is
derivational rather than inflectional (for a similar
position, see Starosta 1986 and endnote 4 in de Guzman
(1991:46)28, Foley 1991) .
the number of affixes or distinctly-coded semantic roles
varies substantially: The traditional approach recognized
four basic formations (one active and three passives, cf.
Blake 1906 and 1925 : 38ff; Bloomfield (1917 : 154); Scheerer
(1924); Lopez (1937:46-48); Llamzon (1973: 169; 1976:89).
Wolfenden (1961: 14-16), Ramos (1971 :21-23, 56-69), and
Foley (1976:105-113) claim that there are five basic
formations; McFarland (1976:16-24) proposes seven, de
Guzman (1978 eh . 111) and Ramos (1974:19-40) eight,
Schachter & Otanes (1972:344) eleven, and finally Drossard
(1983:87f,

1984:86) twelve.

4.1. The nature of orientation marking

The way our examples (14-17) have been presented suggests that
a major relation exists between orientational affixes and the
predication base. Many proposals have been offered as to the
nature of this relation: that the orientational affix
highlights or focuses on the predication base, that it
determines the semantic relationship between predicate and
predication base, that it expresses the case of the predication
base, etc. Thus, most approaches attribute some kind of
relational quality to the orientational affixes. That these
approaches all head in the wrong direction is evident from the
following fact: Although orientated words occur most commonly
in predicative function,

they are not at all restricted to this

function but occur instead in all the functions available to
full words in Tagalog (see section 3). In examples such as the
following it is impossible to identify a predication base for

28 I agree with de Guzman ' s point that aspect in Tagalog s hould be
considered an inflectional category.
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nagsasabuy:

(18) at hulih-in ang nag-sa-sabuy
sa kanya
and eateh-UG REF REAL.ACT:GER-RDP1-spatter LOC 3.SG.DAT
(BI 68/8)
ng buhangin
GEN sand
'and eateh the one who was throwing sand on hirn
In this example, there are two orientated event expressions
(hulihin and nagsasabuy) , but there is a predieation base for
only one (hulihin). Note that this is not a ease of ellipsis;
in prineiple, it is impossible to introduee a predieation base
for nagsasabuy. Instead, nagsasabuy is part of the definite
deseription that funetions as predieation base for hulihin. Let
us emphasize onee more that this kind of eonstruetion is quite
eommon in Tagalog texts; it is not a marginal and highly marked
construction. Therefore, any attempt to give a relational
analysis of orientation marking, i.e. one that refers to the
predieation base, is doomed to fail. In examples such as (1417) there is no special relation between the predication base
and the orientation affix. There is only the predicative
relation between 'predication base and predicate that holds in
any Tagalog clause. This predicative relation is not dependent
on the orientation affix but pertains to structural positions
in Tagalog (see section 2.2) . Thus, it seems more promising to
investigate orientation marking in more local terms, i.e. in
relation to the bases to which the affixes are applied.
It has been suggested that orientation affixes are
functionally similar to nominalising affixes in other languages
(cf. - among many others - Starosta et al. (1982:147f». Te
call them nominalising affixes, however, is not very revealing
as leng as it remains unexplained why in a language such as
Tagalog the overwhelming majority of predicates appears in a
'nominalised' form. Furthermore, it is necessary to delimit
more precisely the derivational process involved since many
different nominalisation strategies are found in the languages
of the world. In particular, it is necessary to distinguish
between the morphosyntactic and the semantic aspects involved
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in nominalisations (see sect. 3 above) .
As for morphosyntax, the term nominalisation implies a
change with regard to the part of speech of a given item: A
verb is turned into a noun and this means that the morphosyntactic properties of the word (its distribution, affixation,
etc.) change. In section 3 it was shown that there is no
morphosyntactically relevant distinction between nouns and
verbs in Tagalog. Thus, to call orientation affixes
nominalising affixes seems misleading since it can not be shown
that there are any verbs to begin with.
There is, however, a similarity to the semantic side of
certain nominalising strategies. Orientation affixes change the
orientation of a given word in such a way that it may be used
to refer to one of the participants involved in the state of
affairs denoted by the base-form of the word. For example, -umis an ACT-orientating infix which is used to derive from a root
such as tang6' 'nod, nodding ~n assent' the expression tumang6'
'one who nods, nodder'. This expression no longer denotes the
action of nodding, but rather the participant who nods.
In this regard the orientation affixes are functionally
similar to those affixes in other languages (including IndoEuropean) which are used to form agentive nouns (nomina
agentis), objective nouns (nomina acti (patientis», locative
nouns (nomina loci), instrumental nouns (nomina instrumenti),
etc. Lehmann (1984:151f), who introduced the term orientation
('Ausrichtung') for this process, characterizes it in the
following way: There are two major types of nominalisation
strategies in many languages of the world. 29 In one of these
types, resulting in action nominals (nomina actionis), the core
29 Comrie & Thompson (1985:349ff) propose the same distinction between
nominalisations that result in the name of the activit y denoted by the verb
and those that repre s ent one of the arguments of the unde rlying verb. No te
aga in that the following discussion of nominalisation is extremely brief
and surface·oriented. Its purpose is to point out the similarity between
nominalisation in English and orientation marking in Taga log. Although the
Tagalog data, if analysed the way it has be en done he re. are of
considerable importance for the lively debate concerning the nature of
nominalisation and, consequently, the interface between s yntax and
morphology, it is not the purpose of this paper to support or advance any
particular theory in this regard.
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arguments of the former verb may still be added as adnominal
modifiers, as in Peter's employing of mybrother. Here the
nominalised verb (employing) simply denotes astate of affairs
and implies no orientation. In the other nominalisation
strategy orientation is involved: the expression for the state
of affairs actually denotes one of the participants involved in
the process of employing, e.g. employer which involves
orientation towards the ACTOR (nomen agentis). As a result, the
ACToR-argument. of the verb employ can no longer be added as an
adnominal modifier, i.e. Peter's employer cannot mean that
Peter was the . agent of the employing. In order to express this
(with the nominalised form), one would have to use an
equational construction
such as Peter is the employer of my
,
brothe.r . Note that the same construction is impossible wi th
nomina actionis (*peter is the employing of my brother) . Thus,
the two nominalisation strategies differ in the way they deal
with the argument slots of the underlying verb. The former
basically leaves them untouched, while the latter allows one of
the argument slots to be filled by the orientation affix and no
longer by an adnominal expression. 3D Note that this difference
pertains to the semantic relationality of the items involved;
morphosyntactically - and this pertains to both strategies the nominalised forms no longer have argument slots that have
to be filled obligatorily. Baking is not one of my favorite
activities is a well-formed expression, while bakes that bananil
cake is, as it stands, incomplete.
In Tagalog we find two derivational strategies which
display exactly the same properties:
1) Orientation affixes are used to derive orientated
expressions from a given base. The participant towards which
the expression is orientated cannot be expressed as a genitive

30 One of the many more formal ways to express this is Di Sciu1lo and
Williams' (1987:4Df) notion of 'control of an argument by an affix'.
The concept of orientation may be related to semantical1y based accounts of
nominalisations such the one by Booij (see Spencer 1991: 342f) who argues
that orientated derivat ions invo1ve the binding of variables in lexicoconceptual structure rather than operations on the predicate-argument
structure of a given verb.
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mo (2.SG.GEN)
or obliq ue comp lemen t. Thus , in (16) the prono un
since hulug an
can neve r refe r to the UNDERGOER of the drop ping
poss ible
is an UNDE RGOE R-orie ntated expr essio n. The only
expr essio n and
morp hosy ntact ic relat ion betw een the orien tated
it is
an expr essio n for the part icipa nt towa rds whic h
A more liter al
orien tated is that of an equa tiona l pred icati on.
of your
tran slati on of (16) woul d thus be 'I (be) the place
-er in asse nt
drop ping /you r drop pery '. Simi larly , (14) is 'nodd
mort ar', and
(was) the monk ey" , (15) 'he (be) crush - ee in the
DeWo lf
(17) 'if his plan t-ee (wou ld bel his part ' (cf.
e that there
1988 :157 f). This supp orts our claim prop osed abov
an orie ntati on
is no spec ial morp hosy ntact ic relat ion betw een
icati ons whic h
affix and the pred icati on base . All Taga log pred
l, irres pect ive
invo lve a pred icati on base are simp ly equa tiona
or not.
of whet her the pred icate expr essio n is orien tated
calle d gerun d
2) Anot her very prod uctiv e deriv ation , comm only
& Otan es
form ation (pre fix pag-, for deta ils see Scha chter
ns whic h are
(197 2:15 9ff)) , is used to deriv e even t expr essio
icipa nts may be
not orien tated . As in the Engl ish case , all part
expr essed as geni tive and obliq ue comp leme nts :
nit6
(19) at pag- ka-sa bi niya
EN
DEM.G
GEN
3.SG.
ay
-??-s
and GER
'
.
..
this
said
had
he
when
'and

(BI 80/1)

a pred icati on
Geru nds gene rally may not be pred icate d abou t
niya it6 are
base , thus *pag kasab i siya nit6 or *pag kasab i
l pred icate s
ungr amm atica l. Geru nds may func tion as equa tiona
only in the follo wing kind of cons truct ion:
ng pagk ain ang traba ho niya .
(20) pag- Iu-Iu to'
3.SG. GEN
REF work
GER- RDP2 -cook GEN food
.'
food
ing
cook
'His/ her job is
thus show
Taga log orie ntati on mark ing and gerun d form ation
n strat egie s
cons idera ble simi larit y to the two nom inali satio
cons idere d abov e.
inali sing
Of cour se, many diffe renc es exis t betw een nom
and Taga log
affix es in, for exam ple, Indo -Euro pean langu ages
ity and
orie ntati on affix es with rega rd to thei r prod uctiv
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semantics_ Orientation affixes may be applied to bases denoting
actions as weil as to those denoting: things (e.g., bat6
'stone ' -) batuh-in 'throw stones at (x)'), masses (e.g., tubig
'water' -) tubig-an 'add water to (x)' or 'rice paddy'), states
(e . g . , bago ' new' -) baguh-in 'change (x)' or i - bago 'move (x)
to another position'), or animate beings (e.g., baboy 'pig' -)
babuy- in ' make (x) dirty ' ) . Orientation is thus a much more
prevalent process in Tagalog than orientated nominalisations in
Indo-European languages . But apart from the fundamental
difference that Tagalog orientation affixes are not
nominalising in terms of morphosyntax , the overall similarity
in the function of these affixes is conspicuous.
Incidentally, the derivational possibilities just mentioned
show that instead of calling the orientation affixes
nominalising, a case could be made to analyse them as
verbalising affixes . This is in fact Foley's (1991) approach,
which is to some extent areversal of the nominalisation
analysis . According to his approach the base forms are
precategorial, and orientation marking is used to derive verbs
from these bases . In this process the verbs receive their
argument st+,ucture and at the same time the 'topic' function
(predication base) is assigned to one of these arguments . This
analysis is clearly preferable to most other analyses that have
been proposed to date . Our point of contention should be
obvious from the preceding discussion (see also sect. 3): .Where
is the evidence for a syntactic category verb and,
consequently, for argument structure?
The analysis proposed here has several advantages as weil
as repercussions for many areas of Tagalog grammar. To mention
just two : First and foremost, the ability of orientated
expressions to function as referential expressions (cf. (1b),
(3), (13) , (18)) is accounted for naturally. Second, another
oddity of Tagalog grammar is easily resolved . A brief look at
the list of affixes in Schachter & Otanes for nouns
(1972:97 - 106), adjectives (1972 : 198f; 216-229), and verbs
(1972:344-355) immediately reveals that basically the same
affixes are involved (both formally and semantically). The
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differences that do exist only pertain to stress and, in
correlation with stress, to the way a concept is denoted (as
event, entity, or property). The analysis proposed here allows
for considerable simplification in stating the regularities of
affixation since these only have to be stated once. The
differences that exist between entity and event expressions are
stated with reference to the linguistic level to which they
pertain, i . e. stress assignment. To give just two examples of
formations where so-called nominal and verbal derivations
clearly overlap: 1) mag-

tplus unstressed reduplication) occurs

in formations denoting professionals; thus from nakaw 'steal'
mag-na-nakaw 'thief' may be derived. This form differs only
with respect to stress from the action denoting formation
mag-na-nakaw 'will steal'

(cf. sect. 3 and Bloomfield

1917:242f; Schachter & Otanes 1972:103). Both formations are
clearly ACTOR-orientated. There is no evidence to support the
distinction between mag- as a nominalising affix and mag- as a
verbal affix. 2) The suffix -in may denote the entities
undergoing the action denoted by the root, e . g., aral 'study'
-) aralin 'lesson'. Again, it is the stress that (often)
differentiates action and thing, cf. aralin 'study (x)'. Other
examples are kumpuni 'repair' -) kumpunihin 'things to repair'
vs. kumpunihin 'repair (x) '; kain 'eat'
or 'eat (x)'

-) kanin 'boiled rice'

(no difference whatsoever, compare also kakanin

'sweets'); in6m 'drink'

-) inumin 'drinking water' or 'drink

(x)', cf. also inumin 'beverage' (see Bloomfield 1917:247;
Schachter

& Otanes 1972:99f). Again, all these formations are

UNDERGOER-orientated expressions. The distinction between event
and entity, if it is formally expressed at all, pertains to
stress and not to the suffix. 31

31 In formations involving the suffix -an stress also (often) distinguishe s
an event and an entity expression . But with this suffix the matter is
further complicated by the fact that a third meaning may be distinguished,
i.e. collective action (cf. Bloomfield 1917:250-262) . Ther e are no
formations with -um - or i - which may denote entities.
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4_2. The semantics of the orientation affixes
The discussion in the preceding section showed that orientation
affixes are to be considered neither as some kind of
inflectional marker nor as markers of a change in syntactic
category. Instead, the results of the preceding section
strongly suggest a derivational approach to these affixes and,
more specifically, a derivational approach based on
compositional semantics. Therefore, the hypothesis will be
advanced here that orientational affixation may be analysed
with the help of derivational rules, ones which refer both to
the semantics of the root and the semantics of the affixes. The
semantics of the base will be discussed in the next section. In
this section, we will briefly present our view on the semantics
of the affixes.
In our view, both the formal and the semantic evidence
strongly supports the traditional claim that there are
basically four orientations in Tagalog: one towards the AGTOR,
and three kinds of UNDERGOER-orientation. The unification of the
latter three orientations under the heading of UNDERGOERorientation is supported by the fact that they display the same
modal inflection (the REALIS infix -in-, see 4.3). In fact, the
existence of an aspectual/modal inflectional paradigm for all
four of the basic orientations is the major formal evidence for
combining four otherwise formally very different formations
under the heading of orientation. That is, apart from the fact
that orientated forms allow for the same aspectual/modal
inflections, they are far from uniform, neither semantically
nor formally.
AGTOR-orientation is marked by an infix (-um-) and is
relatively strongly grammaticalized to the extent that it
denotes not only AGTORS that control an action (as in (14)) but
also participants involved in a process, as in p-um-ula 'become
red' or l-um-u-lutang 'be floating'. Furthermore, it occurs in
expressions for natural events such as um-ulan 'rain' or
l-um-ind6l 'earthquake'. This infix is not the only way to
signal ACT-orientation. The prefix mag- (REALIS nag-) also
indicates this orientation, cf. examples (1b) and (18).
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Following de Guzman (1978 Chapt_ 3), this prefix is analysed
here as consisting of the prefix pag- used in gerund formation
(see above), ACTOR-orientation (and mood) being signalIed by
consonant alternation_ 32 The difference between these
formations pertains to the kind of action denoted and is
further commented on in Himmelmann (1987:178ff) _
UNDERGOER-orientation is expressed by two suffixes and one
prefix:
-in indicates a directly affected UG, such as the turtle
in (15), that which is being cut (in example (3», the
person to be caught (in example (18», or it6 in inum-in mo
it6 'drink this'_ 1t is the unmarked and the most strongly
grammaticalized member of the three UNDERGOER-orientations
since there is no suffix in the REALIS mood (see 4 _3) and
since it is used in all cases which do not clearly pertain
to the other two UNDERGOER-orientations (for more
discussion, see Himmelmann (1987:107ff).
-an indicates the location towards which an action is
orientated, such as the 1. SG in (16) (calIed directional
focus in the literature) or the location where an action
takes pI ace (the so-called locative focus) , e.g.:
( 2 1 ) ni-Iakar-an

ko
ang ma-bat6-ng
kalye
REAL(UG)-walk-UG i 1.SG . GEN REF 1RR.STAT-stone-LK street
'I walked on a stony road'
I prefer the term INDIRECT UNDERGOER (UG i ) because of
examples such as buks-anmo ang pint6' 'open the door',

where the participant denoted is neither locative nor
32 The argument for this analysis, as presented by de Guzman, may be
summarized as fo1lows: A number of prefixps display regular alternation of
the initial consonant: the I p/ -initial form is the basic form (used as
gerund or imperative), I ml marks IRREALIS and I nl REALIS, compare
pag-Imag- I nag-, pang' l mang-Inang-, paki -Imaki -I naki -. The alternation
between the two nasal forms also occurs with the STATIVE prefix (ma - Ina - ) ,
although for these no Ip/-initia1 basic form exists . Furthermore , a sma1l
number of I p/ -initial roots (containing a fossiliz ed prefix) exhibits this
alternation, e . g. pakinig makinig nakinig 'listen', pano6d mano6d nano6d
'watch'. This alternation probab1y deve10~ed from infixed formations, with
10ss of the first sy1lable. Thus, mag- ( pumag- and nag- ( *pinag- (note,
however, that pinag- is a productive formation, i.e . , REALIS(UG) of · pagderived bas es.
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ted
dire ction al but, more gene rally , an indi rectl y affec
n
unde rgoe r. Furth ermo re, there is a clea r oppo sitio
h is
betw een -in and -an perta ining to direc tnes s, whic
exam ple,
evid ent from many cont rasti ve pair s (com pare, for
from/ some
inum -in mo it6 above with inum -an mo it6 'drin k
of this '.
(UG T) , cf.
i- indic ates an UG that is move d (them atic UG
ve
Kroe ger (1988 :231- 33) who uses the term 'tran slati
tree in
focu s'), such as the egg in (1a) or the half of the
(17) . The anal ysis of this pref ix is some what more
the
cont rove rsial . It is often analy sed as a mark er for
instr ume ntal role beca use of exam ples such as
ng sagin g
ko
(22) ang itäk ay i-p-i n-ut ol
GEN bana na
GEN
1.SG.
cut
(UG)REAL
REF bolo PM UGT'I cut bana nas with the bolo .'
ly be
This usag e, howe ver, is less prom inent and may easi
But iacco unted for as UG T (cf. Himmelmann (198 7:13 9f».
n with
is also used to indic ate the bene ficia ry of an actio
a few root s, as in i-bi li 'buy for (x)', whic h is
so
diff icul t to acco unt for unde r any anal ysis prop osed
andi ng
far. 33 Note that i- is not~- semantically outst
the
but is also form ally high ly cons picuo us since it is
as the
only pref ix among the orien tatio nal affix es as well
r
most irreg ular of the Taga log prefi xes (unli ke othe
pref ixes , it is neve r stres sed nor redu plica ted).
on
4.3. Aspe ct/mo od infle ction and inhe rent orie ntati
ntati on
One of the most cons picuo us char acte risti cs of orie
do not seem
mark ing in Taga log is the fact that the base -form s
as UGto have an inhe rent orien tatio n; both ACT- as well
exam ple,
orie ntati on invo lve morp holog ical mark ing whil e, for
y mark ed.
in Engl ish only UG-o rieht ation (pass ive) is expl icitl
i.e., there
33 One possi bility is to analy se this as a case of homophony, one (which
active
benef
a
and
are two UNDERGOER prefi xes, a thema tic one
og). The major
would imply that there are five basic orien tation s in Tagal partic ipant s
active
benef
that
fact
argument again st this approach is the
(which makes
maya Iso be indic ated by -an , that is, as INDIRECT UNDERGOERs nal both in
margi
is
iactive
benef
more sense seman ticall y) . Furth ermor e,
.
terms of type and token freque ncy (see Himmelmann (1987:141f»
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The questiorr whether there is any evidence for orientation
inherent to the base forms has, to my knowledge, never been
posed before. The issue is quite complex and only some
preliminary remarks are possible here. We will start by
pointing out two asymmetries in the aspect/mood paradigm which
may be used in formulating a hypothesis.
For orientated forms Tagalog distinguishes between two
aspects (PERFECTIVE and IMPERFECTIVE) and two moods (REALIS and
IRREALIS) .34 IMPERFECTIVE aspect is indicated by stressed
reduplication (RDP 1 ); PERFECTIVE aspect is unmarked. REALIS mood
is indicated by the infix -in- or consonant alternation (/m/ -)

,

/n/, cf. fn32), IRREALIS again being unmarked. In interaction
with orientation marking, the following paradigms can be
established for the root bili 'buy', one of the few roots which
is compatible with all orientational affixes:

IRR/pRF
IRR/IMPF
REAL/PRF
REAL/IMPF
IRR/PRF
IRR/IMPF
REAL/PRF
REAL/IMPF

ACT
'buy'
b-um-ili
bibi l i
b-um-ili
b-um-ibili

ACT
'seIl'
mag-bili
mag-bibili
nag-bili
nag-bibili

UG
bilh-in
bibilh-in

UC·

b-in-ili
b-in-ibili

bi1.h-an
bibilh-an
b-in-ilh-an
b-in-ibilh-an

UG

IRR/PRF
IRR/IMPF
REAL/PRF
REAL/IMPF

i -bili
i-bibili
i-b-in-ili
i-b-in-ibili

As may be immediately observable there are two asymmetries in
these paradigms (see the IRR of the um-infixed forms and the

34 This is the analysis proposed by B1oomfie1d, who, however, uses an
over1y idiosyncratic termino1ogy (1917:217). Schachter & Otanes (1972:66ff,
361ff» propose a somewhat different analysis invo1ving a basic form
(=IRR/IMPF) and three basic aspects: CONTEMPLATED (= IRR/PRF), PERFECTIVE
(REAL/PRF), and IMPERFECTIVE (REAL/IMPF). The formal evidence supports
Bloomfield's analysis. Furthermore, there is another aspectual formation,
Recent PERFECTIVE (with prefix ka'), which is not orientated. This will not
be considered further here.
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REAL of theUG-forms). Nevertheless, it seems jlistified to
establish these paradigmatic arrangements and to speak of
aspectual and modal inflection, since these formations are
highly regular (they exist for every orientated form and are
also possible for other affix combinations, e.g. maki-,
makiki-, naki-, nakiki-) and the contexts they are used in are
also identical. Thus, IRR/PRF is used in hypothetical and
complement clauses andin commands (cf. (15) and (16)); IRR/IMPF
is used for future events (cf. (17)), whereas REAL/PRF and
REAL/IMPF are used for past and present events.
The asymmetries are relevant in discussing the inherent
orientation of Tagalog roots. Strictly speaking, REALIS UGorientated forms do not have a marker for orientation.
Similarly, there is al~o no marker for ACT-orientation in the
IRR/IMPF of the um-paradigm. This may be interpreted as evidence
for the claim that base forms of event expressions have, not an
inherent orientation, but rather adefault orientation (which
remains segmentally unexpressed) depending on the context in
which an event expression is used. In IRR/IMPF contexts the
defaul t orientation is towards the ACTOR; in REALIS contexts
(both PERFECTIVE and IMPERFECTIVE) l.:::~t==;;;:i:=s towards the UNDERGOER. Such
a correlation is notuncommon cross-linguistically (note the
various case marking splits based on tense/aspect splits
(Tsunoda 1981, Mallinson & Blake 1981:59ff)). Blake (1988:79f)
even takes the asymmetries as evidence for the claim that
Tagalog is a morphologically ergative language, more precisely,
a split ergative language. The problem with his argument (and
all of the other ergative proposals mentioned in sect. 1) is
the fact that Blake is forced to claim that ACTOR-orientation
is a kind of antipassive, i.e. ACTOR-orientated constructions
are claimed to be intransitive (loc. cit. 81). This claim,
however, is impossible to support since ACTOR-orientated
predications are possible with more than one participant:
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silä ng sarile nilä-ng
. (23) nag-da-dalä
3.SG.GEN-LK
REAL.ACT-RDP 1 -bring 3.PL GEN own
banda ng musika
(BI 48/33)
band GEN music
'they bring their own band'
The matter is complicated by the fact that there is a certain
prominence of UNDERGOER-orientation in Tagalog: Whenever a
clause involves adefinite undergoer this is usually made the
predication base . This is taken by some authors as evidence for
the intransitive status of ACTOR-orientated constructions since
in many languages events involving non-specific and specificindefinite undergoers are expressed by intransitive clauses
(cf. Hopper & Thompson 1980) . As for Tagalog, however, the data
concerning this phenomenon are misrepresented in the
literature. It is often assumed that instead of being a very
general tendency the prominent use of UNDERGOER-orientation is a
syntactic rule of Tagalog, which it is not, as shown by example
(23) .35 Furthermore, this tendency is not sufficient to proove
the intransitive status of ACTOR-orientated expressions, and I
cannot see how this can be done. On the contrary, if the
analysis presented here so far is basically correct, the whole
approach seems to rest on the wrong assumption that transitive
and intransitive verbs may be distinguished in Tagalog; this
cannot be the case, however, since there is no syntactic
category verb to begin with. Further, where there is no
transitivity distinction with respect to verbs, no ergativity
is possible.
Returning to the asymmetries which exist in the aspect/mood
paradigm of

Tagalo~

orientated expressions, note that there is

further evidence for the claim proposed here that bases lack an
inherent orientation. Although this is hardly ever acknowledged
35 See Adams & Manaster'Ramer (1988) for more discussion of the issues
involved, hut note that though their account is probably the most detailed
and considerate account avai1able to date it still has some flaws. In
accordance with all of the relevant literature they claim (1988:92ff) that
apart from possessed undergoers as in (23) - which in their analysis are
not (!) definite - definite undergoers may never occur as genitives in
Tagalog . This is not true; compare examp1e (19) where adefinite undergoer
is marked as genitive (nit6).
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in the literature (the major exception being Bloomfield
(1917:218ff), it is possible to use unaffixed roots denoting
events in predicate position which are UG-orientated in aREALlS
context (often with a resultative connotation):
(24) antay ko
ang sag6t mo
wait 1.SG.GEN REF answer 2.SG.GEN
'I wait forjexpect your answer'
ACTOR-orientation with unaffixed roots in REALIS contexts is
impossible:
(25)

a)

*uwi'
siya sa bahay
return 3.SG LOC house
'He returned horne.'

b)

*dala ng man6k
ang kuya
ko
bring GEN chicken REF older brother 1 . SG. GEN
*'my brother brought a chicken'
?.'the chicken brought my brother'

The informants claimed that (25b) was acceptable in the sense
of 'the chicken brought my brother' (though this is, of course,
peculiar pragmatically). But unaffixed roots may occur with
ACT-orientation in imperatives (i.e., an IRREALIS contexts),
e.g ., hintay ka 'you wait!'. Furthermore, they may be used to
denote an event without orientation (and thus resemble the
gerund formations mentioned above) in basically the same
contexts in which UNDERGOER - orientation is possible:
sa akin
(26) iyak ang sag6t niya
cry REF answer 3.SG.GEN LOC 1.SG.DAT
'His answer to me was cryingjto cry'
The conditions applicable to the use of unaffixed forms and the
nature of possible semantic differences between affixed and
unaffixed forms are still unclear (for more discussion, see
Himmelmann 1987:157ff) . The data investigated so far, however,
support the hypothesis that event expressions which lack
orientation affixes also lack an inherent orientation (and are
thus neither accusative nor ergative).
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4_4 _ Derivation and prediction
Our analysis of the orientation affixes ultimately depends on
the hypothesis that orientation marking is a derivational
process rather than an inflectional one, as is often assumed in
the literature. In this section we will present some further
observations to support the claim that orientation marking in
Tagalog is derivational or, at least, more derivational than
inflectional.
Synchronically, the derivational character of orientation
marking is evident from the fact that there is no basic
orientated form from which other formations may be predicted .
That is, if one knows, for example, that a given root allows
for the infix -um- there is no way to predict which other
orientations are possible. McFarland, who has investigated the
orientational possibilities for 332 roots in texts, concludes:
'The focus inflections in Tagalog are subject to a great
amount of idiosyncratic behavior . The degree of
predictability from one focus form to another is very
1 ow.'

( 1 976 : 32)

This is particularly noteworthy because of the fact that other
formations in Tagalog are much more regular and can be
predicted on the basis of basic forms. McFarland writes:
'Aside from the focus inflections, the verbal inflectional
system exhibits a high degree of regularity. The formation
of gerunds, aptative forms, causative forms, etc. follow
highly predictable patterns.'

(loc. ci t. )

Furthermore, there have been several attempts to deal with the
idiosyncratic behaviour of Tagalog orientation marking in terms
of verb classes: Blake (1925 : 38f) postulated 17 classes;
Schachter & Otanes (1972:295ff) operate with 43 classes; Cruz
(1975) recognizes 38 classes; McFarland (1976:101ff) has 53
classes; Ramos (1974,

1975) postulates 15 classes; and de

Guzman (1978) recognizes 7 main classes with 48 subclasses for
'primary verb sterns' and 14 main classes with 32 subclasses for
'secondary verb sterns'. Although the differences among these
authors are in part due to differences in their respective
frameworks,

this enormous range of proposed classes, in my
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opinion, supports the claim that an approach in terms of
inflectional classes is simply inappropriate. The derivational
approach proposed he re predicts that various idiosyncracies
will occur in orientation marking and thus seems to be clearly
preferable (for a preliminary sketch of such a derivational
approach, s"e e Himmelmann 1987:129ff).
In the preceding discussion the heterogeneity of the
orientation marking affixes was already pointed out several
times. Although this in itself does not proove that these
affixations are derivational, it is clear that such a variety
of formal expressions for one category seldom arises in
inflectional paradigms. The heterogeneity clearly shows that we
are dealing with formations which have developed from quite
different historical sources and are probably of a varied
historical age . It is basically the aspectualjmodal inflection
common to all orientation affixes which allows us to unite this
rather heterogeneous set of affixes under "the label
orientation. The 'holes' in the aspectualjmodal paradigm
pOinted out in the preceding section suggest that we are
dealing with a language where at a certain stage the
derivational morphology 'has gone wild'. That is, at an earlier
stage event expressions probably were inflected only for aspect
(reduplication) and mood (infix _in_).36 Later on, the use of
orientated forms - which were formerly used in a similar way as
orientated nominalisations were in Indo-European languages was generalized and, as a consequence, the equational pattern
became the dominant pattern in Tagalog clause structure. In
this line of events, orientated forms also acquired regular
aspectjmood-inflection. Only the most common formations
'survived', namely reduplication for ACTOR-orientated
IRREALISjIMPERFECTIVE and - in- infigation for UNDERGOER- orienta ted
36 The present distribution of the REALIS infix (it occurs only in
UNDERGOER-orientation) clearly is arecent development. Older sources on
Tagalog such as Müller (1882:140) and Blake (1906 and 1925:41) adduce the
following REALIS-allomorph for the -um-infix: -ungm-, e.g., s-ungm-ulat
'wrote ' and s-ungm-u-sulat 'is/was writing'. Furthermore, in several
Philippine-type languages the ACTOR-orientating -um- is still compatible

with the RELAIS-infix (see, for example, Tondano (Sneddon 1975:211)).

.\
I
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REALIS. Their distribution which probably used to be restricted

to the predicative function changed in such a way that the
earlier morphosyntactic distinction between nouns and verbs
became obsolete. This was due to their interaction with the
(formerly nominal) orientated forms. What we then
synchronically analyse as aspect/mood paradigm for Tagalog
event expressions historically consists of nominalized and
verbal forms. I shall not go into this diachronie scenario in
detail. 37 It may suffice, however, to indicate that it is
possible to sketch a plausible diachronie scenario as to how
the Tagalog state of affairs might have arisen. Note that
within the Austronesian family only Tagalog (and, to varying
degrees the other Philippine-type languages) have evolved the
peculiar morphosyntax we are investigating here.
5. Syntactic categories and the grarnrnaticalization of argument
structure
The preceding discussion was based on the hypothesis that there
is no distinction betweenthe syntactic categories noun and
verb in Tagalog. The related distinction between event and
entity expressions, however, does exist and is (sometimes)
formally marked by stress. Thus one of the traditional
definitions for distinguishing between nouns and verbs, that
nouns and verbs are different ways of denoting concepts (modus
significandi), is applicable to Tagalog full words.
Furthermore, there can be no doubt that Tagalog event
expressions are semantically relational, as opposed to (most)
entity expressions. The major reason for the hypothesised lack
of a distinction of syntactic categories was the fact that the
difference
in semantic relationality between entity and event
,
expressions is not clearly reflected in their morphosyntax. In
other words, both entity and event expressions allow for the
same kind of complements (genitive attributes or obliques), and
neither obligatorily demands the expression of a complement .

37 The major evidence is provided by Formosan languages where nouns and
verbs are more clearly distinguished than in Tagalog and the fact that in
PAN there were probably two affixes (* - i and *-aken) which could be used
only with verbs (for some discussion, see Starosta et al. (1982».
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Therefore, the hypothesis has been put forward that all Tagalog
full words lack inherent morphosyntactic relationality (and
inherent referentiality as well, see sect. 3). This hypothesis
allows for a consistent, surface'-oriented and relatively simple
statement of the core of Tagalog morphosyntax. The following
characteristics are thus easily accounted for:
the distribution of full words
the use of the major function markers ang, ng, and sa
the basic equational character of the Tagalog clause
the very existence and pervasiveness of orientation
marking
The purpose of this section is to test further and refine
the hypothesili that Tagalog full _words lack inherent
morphosyntactic relationality. It is not the case that there
are no m?rphosyntactic differences at all between event
expressions and entity expressions in Tagalog; rather, the
hypothesis proposed here is that the differences that do exist
are distinct from those encountered in other languages to such
a degree that an analysis in terms ,of syntactic categories
(nouns and verbs) is inappropriate. Put differently, syntactic
categories are but weakly grammaITdälized in Tagalog. Let us
illustrate this with an example:
(27) a)

mang-ga-gamot
siyä
IRR.ACT-RDP 2 -medicine 3.SG
'He is a doctor.'

b)

mang-ga-gamot
siyä
IRR.ACT-RDP,-medicine 3.SG
'He will heal.'

manggagamot in (27a) clearly denotes aperson, while
manggagamot in (27b) clearly denotes an action '. One pertinent
difference between the two is that the latter does allow for
aspectual/modal inflection (manggamot, nanggagamot, nanggamot)
while the former does not. This has often been used as the
major criterion to distinguish nouns and verbs in Tagalog, but
since the inflected forms may appear in all morphosyntactic
environments (functions), I do not consider this evidence for a
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distinction in syntactic category (see sect. 3) . Unlike their
English equivalents, the Tagalog entity expression
,

(manggagamot) may function as predicate without further
morphosyntactic function marking. Furthe rmore, complements may
be added in the same way : mang-ga-gamot ng bata' siya means 'he
is a doctor of (for) children', mang-ga - gamot ng bata' siya is
'he will heal children' . In fact, the pervasive use of the
genitive (ng-phrase) in Tagalog is the major factor in the lack
of a morphosyntactic distinction between nouns and verbs . The
two cases available in Tagalog, genitive and oblique, are cases
which, viewed from cross-linguistic persepctive, are generally
used for either adnominal complements or peripheral
participants. The fact that complements of event expressions
have to be expressed in this way in Tagalog deprives them of
the central morphosyntactic feature of verbhood, the governing
of core arguments . Put differently, oblique complements are
equally possible with both nouns and verbs , whereas genitive
complements are typical for nouns in most, if not all
languages . Tagalog event expressions thus lack the expression
of complements typical for verbs; instead they exhibit a
'nominal' character since participants are expressed as
genitives and obliques.
This, however, is not the whole story since there are
various complexities pertaining to definite undergoers. In
example (27a) it is possible to add adefinite complement
marked as genitive :
(28)

a)

siyä ay ang mang-ga-gamot
ng mga bata-ng ito
3.SG PM REF IRR . ACT-RDP 2 -medicine GEN PL child-LK DEM
'he is the one who is the doctor of these children' .

This is not possible in (27b) . Instead, the definite undergoer
has to be expressed as an oblique :
(28)

b)

siyä ay ang mang-ga-gamot
sa mga bata-ng ito
3.SG PM REF IRR.ACT-RDP 1 -medicine LOC PL child-LK DEM
' he is the one who will he al these children'.

Here the complement of an entity expression and the undergoer
of an event expression are clearly marked in a different way;
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the difference in semantic relationality between entity and
event expressions is reflected in the morphosyntax. This, in
fact, may be interpreted as evidence that at least a minor
difference in syntactic category between event and entity
expressions exists in Tagalog.
As hinted at above (sect. 3), the distinction between
•
semantic and morphosyntactic relationality is not an absolute
one. Instead, morphosyntactic relationality is the result of
the grammaticalization of semantic relationality: certain
aspects of the frame evoked by a relational concept are
reflected inits morphosyntactic expression. The major factor
in the gradual formation of the syntactic categories noun and
verb is the fact that the way in which the participants evoked
by a semantically relational ex~ression are morphosyntactically
linked to this expression differs at least in some detail from
the way attributes are linked to non-relational expressions
(i.e. the majority of the entity expressions). As is well
known, the major morphosyntactic reflections of semantic
relationality are agreement and government (cf., for example,
Lehmann 1982, 1985), and although there is no clear evidence
for either in Tagalog, some evidence for the grammaticalization
==
of semantic relationality can be discerned. That definite
undergoers of event expressions must be marked as obliques is a
case in point. Further facts pointing in the same direction
include the following:
Participant roles are mapped onto either the genitive or
the oblique functions in a non-arbitrary way. We may note the
following regularities (these regularities are to be understood
as including the qualification that any participant may also be
chosen as predication base): agents and experiencers are always
expressed as genitives; instruments either as genitives or
marked with a complex preposition, but never with simple sa;
locatives always as obliques; patients, themes and goals either
as genitives or as obliques. As for goals, these are generally
marked as obliques, but occasionally a genitive construction
also occurs. Compare:
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na uli'
ak6 ng probinsya
(29) b-um-alik
REAL.ACT-return LK again 1.SG GEN province
'I have returned once more to the province. '
The regularities for patients and themes are quite complex and
interact with the factors involved in choosing a particular
orientation. The most important parameter in this regard is the
specificity of undergoers; that is, specific, especially
definite, undergoers are usually made the predication base.
Otherwise, specific undergoers are generally marked as obliques
(but see fn35) and non-specific undergoers as genitives (for
more discussion see Naylor 1975 and 1986, Adams & Manaster·
Ramer 1988). As already hinted at in the discussion of example
(23) above, the facts are more complex than this simplified
statement suggests. But these will not be further investigated
here. In the present discussion the following observation is of
particular interest: the morphosyntactic coding of participant
roles in part allows for the distinction of more central from
less central participants. Por example, agents are clearly
central participants because they are always marked as
genitives; locatives are more peripheral, for they are always
marked as obliques. The distinction between central and less
central participants is obviously a necessary stage in the
grammaticalization of argument structure. Note that the
evidence regarding the centrality of the undergoer roles is not
decisive.
The asymmetries in the aspectualjmodal paradigms of
orientated forms pointed out in sect. 4.3 could be adduced as
evidence for the claim that actor and direct undergoer
(basically patient) are the most central participants in
Tagalog event expressions, since the orientation does not have
to be expressed segmentally in some contexts (REALlS for
undergoers, IRREALISjIMPERFECTIVE for actors) .
With regard to some event expressions the derivational
morphology may also be used to determine the centrality of a
given participant role in that the orientation towards one
participant role is morphologically more complex than that for
others. Por example, there is a group of roots which allows
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ACT-orientation only with mag- (that is, first a gerund has to
be derived by prefixing pag- which in turn is orientated by
consonant alternation, cf. fn32), while uG-orientation is
possible ~ithout a prior derivation. From luto' 'cook' one may
not derive *lumuto' but rather only magluto', while the UGorientated form is simply iluto' or lutu'in. Other roots
belonging to this group, which does not exhibit a common
semantic denominator, are dasal 'prayer', hugas 'wash', punas
'wipe off', libing 'burial', bayad 'payment', kahoy 'wood',
hubad 'naked', etc. (cf. Himmelmann 1987:179f). Thus for these
roots the claim could be made that the undergoers are more
central participants than the actor since orientation towards
them requires less morphological marking.
Furthermore, there is one morpheßyntactic context in which
only entity expressions, but not event expressions, may occur:
unaffixed roots may be used as imperatives only if they denote
events (see 4.3). There is no *lalaki kat 'be a man!' or *bat6
ka sa kaniya! 'throw stones at hirn!' That is, at least in this
somewhat marginal context there is a morphosyntactic difference
between event and entity expression which could be adduced as
evidenc~ for a distinction of the syntactic categories noun and
verb in Tagalog. But then this fact may easily and naturally be
stated in terms of lexical semantic classes and thus, in my
view does not constitute compelling evidence t6 alter the
analysis of syntactic categories proposed above in sect. 3.
All of the facts mentioned in the preceding paragraphs
doubtlessly constitute evidence for the grammaticalization of
syntactic categories and argument structure in Tagalog.
However, they do not provide decisive, compelling evidence for
establishing syntactic categories and argument structure. From
the point of view of grammaticalization taken here, they may be
interpreted in two ways: either they are considered to
represent remnants of an earlier stage in the history of
Tagalog (a~ hinted at in sect. 4.4) where syntactic categories
and argument structure were more fully grammaticalized, or they
may be seen as evidence of an incipient stage of the
grammaticalization of syntactic categories and argument
:..-:=;.:0-"
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structure. At least the asymmetries in the aspectualjmodal
paradigms and the possibility to use unaffixed event-roots as
imperatives seem to me to be remnants since they clearly
constitute irregularities in the present system which cannot
have evolved from a regular system without other factors, e.g.,
phonological change, interfering for which there is no evidence
in these cases . In the following section we will turn to a
phenomenon which in fact may be plausibly interpreted as
incipient grammaticalization of argument structure.
6. The equational hypothesis and the order of constituents
The claimthat Tagalog clause structure is basically equational
clearly predicts the order of the constituents: participants
coded as genitive attributes are considered part of the
predicate constitutent and therefore should precede the
predication base (see the end of sect. 2.2 above). Obliques can
I

occur in any of the following three positions: 1) as topics
before the predicate, 2) as part of the predicate constituent,
i.e., following the genitive attributes, but preceding the

predication base, or 3) after the predication base (in clause
final position). When obliques occur as topics or in clause
final position they should function as clausal modifiers,
whereas when they occur as parts of the predicate constituent
they are expected to express either complements or modifiers of
the predicate. This prediction is basically correct . The
counterclaim often found in the literature that word order is
basically free in Tagalog thus requires further comments. It is
common practice to use (made-up) example clauses in which the
predication base immediately follows the predicate as in:
(30) b-um-ili
ang babae ng tinapay sa tindahan
REAL.ACT-buy REF woman GEN bread LOC store
para sa bata'
for LOC child
'The woman bought some bread at the store for the child.'
Clauses such as these are highly unnatural for two reasons:
First, in Tagalog, as probably in most languages, clauses
containing more than one full NP are extremely rare (see DuBois
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,

1987, Serzisko 1992). Second, and more importantly, the
predication base generally follows genitive attributes (and
some obliques) in 'real' Tagalog. Of all the 1219 ang-phrases
in the Bloomfield texts (see sect. 2), for example, there is
not a single ang-phrase preceding a ng-phrase which expresses a
participant in the event denoted by the predicate. Bautista
(1983:42) points out that when the predication base precedes a
ng-phrase an ambiguity results since the ng-phrase may be
either a modifier of the immediately preceding word or the
expression of a further participant in the event denoted
denoted by the predicate. To reproduce her example:
(31 ) p - in - a-pa-ligu-an
ang aso ng bata'
RDP 1 -REAL(UG)-CAUS-bath-UG j REF dog GEN child
'the child's dog is being bathed' or:
'the child is bathing the dog'
Such an ambiguity, however, is pure fiction since it occurs
only in made-up example clauses. Note that the function of the
ng-phrase in (30) is unambiguous because of the semantics of
tinapay'bread' ('woman of the bread' makes no sense). The
veracity in the claim that the order of the predication base
and the ' geni ti ve -marked participant is _not fixed rests on the
fact that this ordering is not completely impossible; this is
the reason that informants are willing to accept this ordering
in decontextualized examples. But it is so rare in actual texts
(or conversations) that it should be considered an exceptional
positioning of the predication base. All the examples of which
I am aware involve proper nouns which are marked by the
function marker si rather than by ang as in the following
example:
(32) nag - pa-sund6'
si Andres ng isa-ng pare'
REAL.ACT-CAUS-fetch PN
GEN one-LK priest
' . .. Andres sent for a priest . .. ' (Bl 92/23)
Bloomfield calls this ordering enclitic positioning (1917:153)
since in this example the prop'e r noun occupies the cli tic
position that is usually occupied by pronominal predication
bases (for example, 3.SG siya). In all examples which involve a
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si-m arked prop er noun and a furth er, geni tive mark ed
38 the prop er noun is in such
part icipa nt in Bloo mfie ld's texts
this is in
an encl itic posi tion. We may thus hypo thesi ze that
ting prop er
fact the regu lar posi tion for pred icati on base s deno
ples such
noun s and that nativ e spea kers who acce pt made -up exam
as (32).
as (30) prob ably do this in analo gy to exam ples such
Star osta et al . (1982 :162) claim that the encl itic
er nomi nal
posi tioni ng of the ang-p hrase is evide nce that a form
In the
pred icate has been rean alyse d as verb al pred icate .
er
pras ent appro ach this claim may be reph rased : A form
ed as a
prec ateg orial even t expr essio n is being gram mati caliz
ertie s
verb and begin s to acqu ire some morp hosy ntact ic prop
struc ture.
char acte risti c for verb s, such as inhe rent argum ent
e the fact
I basi cally agree with this claim but woul d unde rscor
caliz ation
that these are only the very begin ning s of a gram mati
ation of
proc ess . I woul d pred ict that the full gram mati caliz
of ng is
argum ent struc ture in Taga log requ ires that the use
(say actor )
restr icted to mark ing one cent ral part icipa nt role
and that anot her func tion mark er (eith er sa or a newly
nt roles
'coin ed,3 9 one) is used to mark othe r cent ral part icipa
for prop er
(them e, patie nt, goal ). This , in fact, is the case
(see above
noun s for whic h, due to the spec ifici ty cons train t
sses sors
sect . 5), the geni tive ni may be used for acto rs/po
rs whic h in
only ; for all othe r part icipa nts (incl udin g unde rgoe
ue kay
the case of prop er noun s are alwa ys spec ific) . the obliq
it is
has to be used . From this and the prece ding parag raph
utmo st
obvio us that the morp hosy ntax of prop er noun s is of
impo rtanc e to this gram mati caliz ation proc ess.
Evid ence for the claim s made in this and the prece ding
of
secti on conc ernin g the deve lopm ent cf the Taga log state
To
affa irs obvi ously can not be found in Taga log alon e.
ppin e and
corro bora te them a deta iled study of the relat ed Phili
this is no
othe r Aust rone sian langu ages woul d be nece ssary . But
102/3 9, 104/2 5.
38 See BI 58/22 , 72/13 , 88/32 , 92/26 , 94/29 , 100/1 5,
gramm atica1 ized
being
is
nt
eleme
er
anoth
39 This is intend ed to mean that
in fact is that
rio
scena
ible
plaus
as marke r of under goer roles . The most
by compl ex
ssed
expre
are
roles
ue
sa becom es such a marke r and that obliq
t).
ituen
const
prepo sitons (invo lving sa as one
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longer the task of the present paper. That such a study most
probably wi11 be very revealing is suggested by the following
observation: There are hardly two Philippine languages in which
the form and function of the morphosyntactic function markers
are identical; in addition, several languages exist where the
distribution of the function markers allows for a much clearer
morphosyntactic distinction of participants than it is the case
in Tagalog. Por example, in Ivatan (Reid 1966:85), we find the
following markers:
qo
so
no
do

(33) IVATAN

PREDICATION BASE
UNDERGOER, MANNER
POSSESSOR, ACTOR, INSTRUMENT
LOCATIVE, TEMPORAL

,

However, there still is variation with regard to the marking of
undergoers since they mayaiso be marked by na or da (see Reid
(1966:25,28)) .

7. Conclusion
Tagalog facts have been notoriously difficult to accomodate in
both formal and functional approaches to universal grammar. In
the present paper an alternative view of the Tagalog facts is
advanced. It includes the following interrelated claims:
Tagalog clause structure is basically equational (rather
than verbal) .
A distinction between the syntactic categories noun and
verb is only weakly grammaticalized, but the lexical
semantic classes, event expressions and entity expressions,
clearly exist as shown by the fact that they are sometimes
formally (suprasegmentally) marked.
There is no grammaticalized argument structure due to the
weak grammaticalization of the syntactic category 'verb'.
That is, full words lack inherent morphosyntactic
relationality. There is, therefore, neither agreement nor
government.
The lack of argument structure (and government) is
compensated in Tagalog by the frequent and elaborate use of
orientation marking (in other words, orientation marking is
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the functional equivalent of argument structure in
Tagalog). Orientation marking is the derivational process
that allows one to derive from a given base-form a form
that denotes one of the participants involved in the state
of affairs denoted by the base-form. Orientation marking is
a common process in many other languages, but it is usually
restricted to nominalisations. In Tagalog, nearly all full
words allow for orientated formations, although many
differences exist as to the productivity and frequency of
these formations with regard to particular items .
. Orientation marking is inherently limited to one
participant per clause (no expression can be orientated at
the same time towards the actor and the goal!). This
participant, if expressed, must appear as the predication
base . Other participants may be introduced either as
genitives or as obliques.
Evidence exists that suggests that current Tagalog
morphosyntax evolved from an earlier stage where syntactic
categories and argument structure were more strongly
grammaticalized than they are now. There are also some
indications that a new grammaticalization of syntactic
categories and argument structure may to take place.
The purpose of the present analysis is to provide a more
precise and adequate understanding and statement of the
peculiarities of Tagalog morphosyntax from the point of view of
universal grammar. It attempts to make Tagalog look less
peculiar than in most analyses proposed so far: it exhibits
functionally similar constructions in more familiar languages
and hints at a possible diachronic 8cenario of the developments
that have led to the present state of the language .
The present analysis, however, does not suggest exactly how
one should accomodate the Tagalog facts in a theory of
universal grammar. Instead, it points to some fundamental
assumptions common to most approaches to universal grammar
which require modification in order to accomodate the Tagalog
facts (if the present analysis is valid) . In particular, most
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approaches ~ssume that the major clause type in all languages
is the verbal clause. That is, clause structure is modelIed on
some kind of action model as exemplified by highly transitive
verbs such as kill or hit . 40 Such an assumption is basically
correct and works perfectly weIl in many languages. The Tagalog
case, however, shows that the equational clause type may become
the predominant clause type as weIl. Therefore, theories of
universal grammar must provide for this possibility and for a
way to capture those features just listed which are inherently
correlated with the equational clause type (in particular, the
weak grammatiyalization of syntactic categories and argument
structure, and the elaborate use of orientation marking). Note
that if the diachronie scenario hin ted at above is correct, the
verbal and the equational clause types (and their respective.
correlates) are not of equal standing. The predominance of the
latter in a given language may instead be considered as an
unusual yet possible case within a theory of universal grammar
based in essence on the former . This implies the prediction
that morphosyntactic constellations as evidenced by Tagalog are
inherently unstable. Evidence from other Philippine languages
(not dealt with in this paper) supports this view: in the
closely related language Kaparnpangan, for example, a system of
person agreement marking has evolved (see Mirikitarii 1972).

40 See Croft (1991 Chapt. 4) for a very re cent example of a functional
approach of this kind. Genera~ly, all dependency based models of grammar
are clearly based on such an action model (see Matthews (1981:124) for a
brief illustration). But also all modern varieties of phrase structure
grammars invoke such a model, insofar as they incorporate argument
structure.
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Abbreviations
ACT
ASSOC
DAT
CAUS
DEM
GEN
IPRF
GER
IRR
LK
LOC
NEG
PL
PM
PN
PRF
RDP
REAL
REF
SG
STAT
UG

ACTOR
ASSOCIATIVE
DATIVE
CAUSATIVE
DEMONSTRATIVE
GENITIVE
IMPERFECTIVE
GERUND
IRREALIS
LINKER
LOCATIVE
NEGATION
PLURAL
PREDICATE MARKER
PROPER NOUN
PERFECTIVE
REDUPLICATION
REALIS
REFERENTIAL (PHRASE)
SINGULAR
STATIVE
UNDERGOER

i

indirect
thematic

t
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